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Im Zellkern wikelt sih die DNS um Histonproteine, bildet dabei Nukleoso-
menteilhen und pakt diese in eine stark negativ geladenene Struktur, die Chromat-
inber. Das Linker-Histon ist ein Protein, welhes an das Nukleosom bindet und die
Verknüpfung der Nukleosomen untereinander bestimmt. Um die Nukleosom-Linker-
Histon-Wehselwirkung zu simulieren, wurden Simulationsmethoden der Brown?she
Dynamik (BD) und die Normalmodenanalyse (NMA) benutzt. Die NMA des Nukleo-
soms zeigten die wihtigsten Bewegegungsmoden der beiden Linker-DNS Moleküle.
Diese Ergebnisse wurden benutzt, um Konformationen der Linker-DNS zu generieren,
welhe in BD Simulationen zum Doking mit starren Körpern zwishen einer Linker-
DNS und deren Mutanten an das Nukleosom eingesetzt wurden. Aus diesen Simula-
tionen konnten zwei untershiedlihe Bindungsstellen und eine Niht-Bindungsstelle
auf dem Linker-Histon identiziert werden. Die Aminosäuren, die sih in den Simula-
tionen als wihtig für die Bindung herausstellten, sind konsistent mit experimentellen
Daten. Darüberhinaus wurde für eine groÿe Anzahl von Linker-DNS-Konformationen
eine einzige vorherrshende Bindungsmode des Linker-Histons an das Nukleosom ge-
funden. Basierend auf den Ergebnissen des BD Doking wurden die Assoziation-
sgeshwindigkeiten des Linker-Histons an das Nukleosom modelliert. Die erhal-
tenen hohen Assoziationsgeshwindigkeiten in der Nähe der Diusionsgrenze (109
M
−1
s
−1
) wurden einer elektrostatishen Steuerung zwishen beiden Biomolekülen
zugeordnet. Ein neues Verfahren zur Berüksihtigung von molekularer Flexibil-
ität in den BD Simulationen wurde entwikelt. Hierbei wird ein Bindungspartner
als ein diskreter Satz von strukturellen Konformationen behandelt, die die Flex-
ibilität repräsentieren. Der Übergang zwishen den Konformationen wird durh
einen Markow-Prozess beshrieben, dessen Wahrsheinlihkeiten vier vershiedenen
Auswahlalgorithmen folgen: drei von ihnen basieren auf der Wehselwirkungsenergie
zwishen den Molekülen und der vierte basiert auf einer Zufallsauswahl. Diese Meth-
ode wurde erfolgreih auf das Verknüpfungshiston-Nukleosomensystem angewandt,
wobei das Nukleosom als exibel behandelt wurde. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass das
Verknüpfungshiston bevorzugt an eine oene Konformation des Nukleosoms bindet.
Basierend auf den Ergebnissen der BD Simulationen wurde die Dynamik des Begeg-
nungskomplexes in einer Molekulardynamiksimulation in atomaren Details auf einer
Zeitskala von ∼ 10ns modelliert. Die Simulation ergab einen stabilen biomolekularen
Komplex mit eine konformationellen Änderung einer Shleifenregion des Verknüp-
fungshistons, die einem Indued-Fit-Eekt zugeordnet werden konnte. Auf diese Art
und Weise konnten Einsihten gewonnen werden in die maÿgebenen Umstände der
Verknüpfunghiston-Nukleosom Bindung. Zusätzlih werden diese Ergebnisse von Be-
deutung sein für eine Modellierung der Chromatinfaser auf höhere Ebene.
v
In the ell nuleus, DNA wraps around histone proteins, forming nuleo-
some partiles, and paks into a highly negatively harged struture, the
hromatin ber. The linker histone is a protein that binds to the nu-
leosome and determines how the nuleosomes are linked to eah other.
To simulate the nuleosome-linker histone interations, a Brownian Dy-
namis (BD) tehnique together with normal mode analysis (NMA) was
applied. NMA of the nuleosome revealed the most prominent modes of
motion of its two linker DNAs. The results were used to generate on-
formations of the linker DNAs whih were used in BD simulations of the
rigid-body doking of a linker histone and its mutants to the nuleosome.
From the simulations, two distint binding sites and one non-binding site
on the linker histone were identied. The amino aids found to be most
important for binding in the simulations with the linker histone mutants
are onsistent with experimental data. Moreover, a dominant binding
mode of the linker histone to the nuleosome was found for a wide range of
onformations of the linker DNAs. The assoiation kinetis of the linker
histone to the nuleosome was modeled using the results obtained by the
BD doking. The obtained high assoiation rates lose to the diusional
limit (109 M−1 s−1) were attributed to eletrostati steering between both
biomoleules. A new method aounting for moleular exibility during
BD simulation was developed. One of the binding partners is treated as
a disrete set of strutural onformations representing its exibility. The
transition between the onformations is desribed by a Markovian pro-
ess with probability following four dierent seletion algorithms: three
are based on the interation energy between the moleules and the fourth
is based on random seletion. The method was suessfully applied to the
linker histone-nuleosome system, where the nuleosome was modeled as
a exible moleule. The result suggests that the linker histone prefer-
entially binds to more open nuleosome onformations. Following the
BD results obtained, the enounter omplex dynamis was modeled by
atomi detail Moleular Dynamis (MD), taking into aount all degrees
of freedom in lassial mehanis on ∼ 10 ns time sale. The simulation
resulted in a stable biomoleular omplex with a onformational hange
on the loop region of the linker histone, whih ould be attributed to an
indued t eet. As well as providing insights into the determinants of
linker histone-nuleosome binding, the results are expeted to be valuable
for higher order modelling of the hromatin ber.
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1
Introdution
The formation of biologial omplexes between proteins, proteins and small
moleules, and proteins and nulei aids plays a part in many biologial pro-
esses, inluding gene transription, ell signalling, enzyme atalysis and the
immune response. Moleular assoiation is governed by both the kineti and
the thermodynami properties of the moleules and the medium involved. In-
side ells, the medium is rowded with a variety of dierent maromoleules.
In the ell nuleus, the DNA moleules ompat to highly ordered hromatin
strutures assembling a biologial network. Within this network, the DNA
ombines with other proteins and they together form omplexes alled nu-
leosomes, whih in turn interat with eah other. The onformation and
ompation of the hromatin depend on the interations between the nu-
leosomes as well as on the presene of other fators inuening hromatin
struture and dynamis. One of these fators is the so-alled linker histone
protein, a family of DNA binding proteins [1, 2℄, whih interats with the
nuleosome and ontributes to the DNA ompation into 30 nm hromatin
ber [3℄. Although the onformational properties of DNA have been the sub-
jet of intensive investigation, the physial struture of hromatin as well as
of the nuleosome-linker histone omplex remains unknown. Not only the
strutural properties, but also the dynami features of hromatin and its
omponents are not fully understood.
Chromatin and nuleosome strutures have been studied intensively in
vitro using dierent experimental tehniques: x-ray rystallography [4, 5℄,
fore probe experiments [68℄ and neutron sattering [9, 10℄. Other exper-
imental tehniques fous more on the partiular interations and dynamis
within hromatin. Some of the most relevant to this study are these using
uoresent proteins to trak and mark moleules of interest: Fluoresene Re-
overy After Photobleahing (FRAP) [11, 12℄, Fluoresene (Förster) Res-
onane Energy Transfer (FRET) [13℄ and Fluoresene Correlation Spe-
trosopy (FCS) [1416℄. For example, systemati mutagenesis ombined with
FRAP in vivo revealed the binding geometry of the linker histone H1
0
within
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the nuleosome in hromatin ber [17℄. At a nuleosomal level FRET exper-
iments have shown the importane of dierent fators governing the inter-
ations and dynamis within hromatin suh as linker histones [18℄, DNA
unwinding [19, 20℄ and salt eets [21℄. Quantitative models of hromatin
struture and dynamis are essential for interpreting these experiments.
Sine hromatin has features on dierent time and length sales, a on-
siderable number of theoretial models exist that aim to eluidate the driving
fores for hromatin ompation [2225℄. However, the time sale in hro-
matin ber varies from pioseonds for a small number of atoms to minutes
for large biomoleules and onsiderable eorts are needed to desribe all
biomoleular interations present. A way to takle this problem is to use
physial priniples ombined with omputational methods in order to trans-
fer information between dierent spatial and temporal sales. The maro-
sopi properties of a partiular system are averaged over the mirosopi
events. Computational modelling of these events is not always reasonable
when pronouned biologial phenomena suh as DNA-protein binding, need
to be desribed. For example, Moleular Dynamis (MD), a omputational
tehnique for simulating biomoleules in atomi detail, is restrited by the
number of atoms in the system. The reason is that in MD the system is
sampled in phase spae taking into aount all lassial degrees of freedom
suh as bond strething and twisting, et. Elimination of the non-essential
degrees of freedom an lead to faster sampling and, thus, high energy barriers
on omplex biomoleular energy landsapes an be overome. One ompu-
tational method negleting the expliit solvent degrees of freedom is alled
Brownian Dynamis. It models the diusional motion in the ongurational
spae and an reah time sales of seonds depending on details of the model
applied. An advantageous step towards improving the BD method would
aount for exible units modelled in atomi detail. In ase of highly dy-
nami biologial systems as hromatin this an be an important issue for
reproduing experimental onditions.
An understanding of the linker histone protein dynamis in the forma-
tion of a linker histone-nuleosome omplex is essential for the development
of more robust hromatin models as well as for the linker histone biologi-
al funtion. The binding dynamis of the linker histone to the nuleosome
was investigated experimentally [17, 26, 27℄ and theoretially [2830℄. How-
ever, these models and experimental data are not onsistent with eah other
proposing dierent three-dimensional arrangements and interations of the
linker histone on the nuleosome. The binding of the linker histone and its
stoihiometry as well as the nuleosome repeat lengths
1
inuene hromatin
1
Nuleosome repeat length (NRL) is the total length of DNA wrapped around a nule-
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ompation leading to topologially distinguishable bers [31℄. The basi unit
of hromatin, the nuleosome, onsists of 147 base pairs (bp) of DNA [5℄ in the
absene of linker histone. When the linker histone is present the nuleosome-
linker histone omplex ontains 167 bp of DNA [32℄ and a hromatosome
partile is formed. Due to the negatively and positively harged nuleosome
and linker histone, respetively, the latter failitates partially harge neutral-
ization ontributing to the folding of 30 nm hromatin ber [3℄. Therefore,
preise knowledge of the hromatosome struture, whih has not been re-
solved yet, is of major interest for the sienti ommunity. In addition,
in many biologial proesses, like DNA transription, repliation and repair,
the proteins involved must quikly nd their target site. The kinetis of suh
a proess are diretly inuened by the level of DNA exposure and histone
tail aetylation on the nuleosome [33℄. All these onsiderations are topis
of the present study and they are takled by physis based omputational
simulations and methods assessing dierent time sales.
This thesis aims at answering several important questions about nuleo-
some linker histone interations:
 what is the struture of the nuleosome-linker histone omplex?
 what are the binding sites and position of the linker histone with respet
to the nuleosome?
 how is the binding aeted by a replaement of amino aids with others
in the struture of the linker histone?
 how fast does the linker histone bind to the nuleosome?
 does nuleosome exibility aet the binding?
 is the bound state stable?
Thesis overview
The present thesis is organized in 10 hapters. In Chap. 2 an overview
of basi physial theories is given. Statistial physis onepts as well as
harateristis and determinants of a diusional proess are outlined. The
kinetis and interations involved in the formation of bimoleular
2
omplexes
are desribed in detail.
Chapter 3 introdues the system under investigation starting from the
higher-order hromatin ber through the nuleosome and ending with the
osome plus the DNA length onneting suessive nuleosomes.
2
Over the thesis the term 'bimoleular' will refer to two partiles, i.e. 'bipartile'.
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linker histone struture. Available hromatin models in the literature are
briey mentioned.
The omputational methods and tools used in the thesis are desribed in
Chap. 4. First, the Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) is presented by a model
alled Elasti Network Model (ENM) [34℄. Then, the Brownian Dynamis
algorithm is desribed in detail emphasizing spei simulation issues. Also,
a brief introdution on the priniples of Moleular Dynamis is given.
Chapter 5 is the rst hapter presenting results. Normal Mode Analy-
sis and Brownian Dynamis doking of linker histone H5 to 13 nuleosome
onformations were arried out and the results are presented and disussed.
Chapter 6, desribes the BD doking of wild type linker histone and 24
linker histone mutants, i.e. amino aids with spei residues replaed by
others. The eet of these mutations on linker histone binding is disussed
in detail.
Results on the binding kinetis of the linker histone to the nuleosome
are presented in Chapter 7 and possible models for linker histone-nuleosome
binding are proposed.
In Chapter 8 a new method aounting for moleular exibility in Brow-
nian Dynamis simulation is introdued. Results of its appliation to the
nuleosome-linker histone system are shown as well.
In Chapter 9, the nuleosome-linker histone enounter omplex is fur-
ther rened to higher resolution with Moleular Dynamis simulation and
preliminary results are shown and disussed.
A summary of the results is given in Chap. 10 and the relation of this
work to the literature is briey disussed.
4
2
Theoretial Overview
2.1 Statistial physis in biology
Biologial siene is dealing with living matter and its properties an be de-
sribed by the methods of statistial physis. Nowadays they are widely ap-
plied to all kind of biologial problems, inluding small and large biomoleules,
membranes and olloids. All these entities, within and outside the ell, are
not stati objets, but also dynami, performing their biologial funtions in
aordane with the laws of physis. Below, the basi onepts of statistial
mehanis will be given.
2.1.1 Equilibrium statistial mehanis
Biologial systems onsist of many atoms and moleules, whih interat with
eah other and, thus, build a very ompliatedmarosopi system. In statis-
tial physis, this marosopi system is not desribed by its time evolution,
but rather by the instantaneous state of opies of the system having dierent
mirosopi parameters. Suh states are alled mirostates and this olle-
tion of opies is known as a statistial ensemble [35℄. Eah ensemble gives
the probability of realization of the possible mirostates. Eah marostate
is haraterized by marosopi physial observables, e.g. temperature T ,
pressure P , after a suitable averaging proedure over the mirostates. This
averaging is alled ensemble averaging. If the time average of a physial ob-
servable A, 〈A〉time is equal to its ensemble average 〈A〉ensemble then a system
fullling this ondition is alled ergodi [36℄.
Let a system be ergodi and desribed lassially by anonial oordinates
q and onjugate momenta p in phase spae. Then the probability of a ertain
mirostate being in a volume dΓ = dqdp of the phase spae Γ is ρ(q,p)dΓ,
where ρ(q,p) is the density distribution in the phase spae. Then for any
5
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physial observable A(q,p) is valid
〈A〉ensemble =
∫
Γ
A(q,p)ρ(q,p)dΓ ≡ 〈A〉time = lim
tobs→∞
1
tobs
∫ tobs
0
A(q,p, t)dt.



2.1
The time tobs desribes the observable time interval. When the density dis-
tribution depends on the time, ρ(q,p, t), but there is no reation and anni-
hilation of states in the phase spae, then Liouville's theorem holds [35℄. It
states that the density distribution in the phase spae is onserved along any
trajetory and mathematially is expressed by
dρ(q,p, t)
dt
=
∂ρ(q,p, t)
∂t
+ q˙ · ∇
q
ρ(q,p, t) + p˙ · ∇
p
ρ(q,p, t) = 0.



2.2
In Eq. 2.2, q˙ means dierentiation with respet to time and ∇
q
and ∇
p
are the gradient operators ating over the oordinates q and momenta p,
respetively.
Physial observables are marosopi quantities, e.g. pressure P and vol-
ume V , dening the marosopi system. Depending on the ontat of the
system with the surroundings, dierent statistial ensembles an be on-
struted. For example, a anonial ensemble is oupled to a thermal bath
(T = const) in a xed volume (V = const) having onstant number of parti-
les (N = const). Then a mirostate of the system an be haraterized by
a Hamiltonian H(q,p) with probability
ρ(q,p) =
1
Z(T, V,N)
exp
(
−
H(q,p)
kBT
)
,



2.3
where kB is the Boltzmann onstant and Z(T, V,N) is the partition funtion
given by
Z(T, V,N) =
∫
Γ
exp
(
−
H(q,p)
kBT
)
dqdp
h3NN !
.



2.4
The fator 1/N ! takes into aount the indistinguishability of the partiles
in the system, while 1/h3N is a orretion for the ase of ideal gas. The
partition funtion Z(T, V,N) gives the total number of mirosopi states
with T, V,N = const. The free energy of the system reads
F (T, V,N) = −kBT lnZ(T, V,N).



2.5
In suh a way, the marosopi properties of a physial system in thermal
equilibrium an be haraterized by the statistial distributions for the dier-
ent ensembles. Important relation between the mirosopi and the maro-
sopi state is the so-alled equipartition theorem [35℄
〈qi
∂H(q,p)
∂qi
〉
ensemble
= 〈pi
∂H(q,p)
∂pi
〉
ensemble
= kBT,



2.6
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stating that for every mirosopi degree of freedom, the orresponding en-
ergy equals kBT/2.
2.2 Brownian motion
A partile immersed in a uid experienes inherent and inessant motion
alled Brownian motion. The name is in honour of Robert Brown, who
investigated the way in whih pollen ated during impregnation in 1827 and
was the rst trying to give a sienti explanation to his observations [37℄.
Later the irregular nature of the motion was examined in other ases and it
was onluded that the smaller the size of the suspended objets, the greater
their motions. This motion is aused by numerous ollisions between the
solute and the medium partiles. In most ases, the solute partile is muh
heavier than the solvent partiles and upon an elasti ollision its veloity
hange will be very small. On average it will not even be observable, but
the veloity utuations lose to that average will have strong observable
eet. In order to desribe quantitatively these utuations; Smoluhowski
developed a kineti model for ollisions of hard spheres on a mirosopi sale
(Se. 2.2.1), whereas Einstein based his model on statistial assumptions on
a mesosopi level of detail (Se. 2.2.2) [38℄.
2.2.1 Smoluhowski theory
In his theory, Smoluhowski assumed that the heavy partiles do not ollide
with eah other and the interations with the solvent partiles are desribed
by elasti ollisions. In liquid, a spherial partile with radius R will have
a mean free path l ≪ R meaning that the ollisions of the light partiles
with the heavy one are not independent events. Nevertheless, Smoluhowski
made an important assumption stating that the heavy partile moves like on
a polymer hain
1
with a mean free path 〈l〉 = 〈v〉τ resembling a gas partile.
The time τ = m/ζ expresses the veloity relaxation time down to the mean
veloity of the Brownian partile 〈v〉. The partile mass is denoted with m,
while the solvent frition onstant is ζ . Then Smoluhowski inserted 〈l〉 in
the formula 〈r2〉 = 〈l2〉2/τ [39℄, where 〈r2〉 is the mean square displaement
per unit time, and obtained
〈r2〉 =
2m〈v2〉
ζ
.



2.7
1
Smoluhowski did not use the denition of "a polymer hain"
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Considering his alulations for a dilute system [38℄, Smoluhowski multiplied
the above equation by a fator of 8/3
√
2/3 and applying the Stoke's formula
for the frition onstant, ζ = 6πηR, the mean square displaement for time
t yielded
〈r2〉t =
64
81
2m〈v2〉
πηR
t =
64
81
6kBT
πηR
t.



2.8
The equipartition theorem was used for substituting the mean square veloity
〈v2〉 in Eq.(2.8), where T is the temperature of the system.
2.2.2 Einstein theory
Einstein desribed the probability density p(r, t) of a solute moleule in a uid
before and after a given time step δt. After suh a time step the suspended
partile will be displaed by a distane δr. During the displaement, the
solute will enounter a huge number of ollisions with the solvent moleules
leading to loss of memory for its initial position, i.e. the displaement will
depend only on its previous position. Thus, the probability distribution
yields
p(r, t+ δt) =
∫
p(r− δr, t)p′(δr, δt)dδr.



2.9
The probability p′(δr, δt) gives the position of the partile after time δt and
using Fokker-Plank equation [38℄, the diusion equation with a diusion
onstant D for the Brownian partile reads
∂p(r, t)
∂t
= lim
t→0
1
2δt
∫
∆2p′(δr, δt)dδr ∇2p(r, t)



2.10
D = lim
t→0
1
2δt
∫
∆2p′(δr, δt)dδr.



2.11
Equation (2.10), if multiplied by r2 and integrated over the spae, gives the
well known Einstein equation
〈r2〉 = 6Dt.



2.12
In similar manner the root-mean-square angle 〈△θ2〉 for a spherial partile
an be expressed by the rotational diusion onstant DR. The diusion
onstants D and DR an be related to the solvent visosity η by the Stokes-
Einstein relation
D =
kBT
ζ
=
kBT
6πηR
,



2.13
DR =
kBT
ζR
=
kBT
8πηR3
,



2.14
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where ζR is the rotational frition onstant. Using this relation and the
equipartition theorem one an ompare the Smoluhowski (Eq. 2.8) and Ein-
stein (Eq. 2.12) mean square displaement 〈r2〉.
2.2.3 Langevin and Smoluhowski equations
In 1908 Langevin [40℄ ombined Einstein and Smoluhowski theories by tak-
ing into aount the fore ating on the solute partile due to the presene of
solvent moleules. He obtained an equation, whih is known as free Langevin
equation
m
d
2
r(t)
dt2
= −ζ
dr(t)
dt
+ fR(t),



2.15
where m is the mass of the suspended partile, −ζ r˙ is a mean or fritional
fore and f
R(t) is a utuating or random fore. The former fore desribes
the solute motion dynamially while the latter desribes it in a probabilisti
way. Assuming that the random fore f
R
has the properties
〈fR(t)〉 = 0
〈fR(t) · fR(t+ δt)〉 = Cδ(δt)



2.16
〈fR(t) · r(t− δt)〉 = 0
〈fR(t) · r˙(t− δt)〉 = 0,
i.e the random ollisions are instantaneous and unorrelated, the mean square
solution of Eq. 2.15 yields
〈r˙2〉 = r˙20 exp
(
−2ζt
m
)
+
C
2mζ
[
1− exp
(
−
2ζ
m
t
)]
.



2.17
If t → ∞, i.e. the partile veloity relaxes towards its equilibrium value,
then with the usage of the equipartition theorem the utuation-dissipation
theorem is obeyed
C
2mζ
= kBT.



2.18
Under this ondition the Einstein result for the mean square displaement is
dedued (see Eq.( 2.12)). The utuation-dissipation theorem links nonequi-
librium to equilibrium proesses, but only when the system is not far from
thermal equilibrium. This means that the amplitudes C and ζ of the u-
tuating and dissipative fores, respetively, should satisfy a temperature-
dependent relation. For a Brownian motion dened by Einstein's theory, the
utuations are aused by the thermal motions of the solvent moleules and
the inertia of the suspended partile is not taken into aount. Consequently,
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Einstein desribes his theory in onguration spae, i.e. only the positional
distribution of the Brownian partile is followed. This is orret when the ve-
loity relaxation time is muh faster than the time needed to reah positional
equilibrium, i.e. t≫ m/ζ . Usually, experiments investigating diusional mo-
tion probe the proess in onguration spae. The reason is that in dense
systems, diusion is quite slow, while veloity relaxation is rapid. Therefore,
the ordinary diusion equation (Eq. 2.10) should be an adequate desription
exept at extremely short times.
If there is an external fore F(r) ating on the Brownian partile, the
Langevin equation reads
m
d
2
r(t)
dt2
= −ζ
dr(t)
dt
+ F(r) + fR(t).



2.19
Assuming that there is no aeleration Eq. (2.19) yields
0 = −ζ
dr(t)
dt
+ F(r) + fR(t)
r˙ =
F(r) + fR(t)
ζ
.



2.20
Using Fokker-Plank equation [38℄ one obtains for the distribution funtion
an expression known as Smoluhowski equation
∂p(r, t)
∂t
= −
1
ζ
∂[F(r)p(r, t)]
∂r
+D∇2p(r, t).



2.21
This equation leads to the diusion equation (Eq. 2.10) if no external fore
F(r) is present. The urrent derivation of the Smoluhowski equation is not
really justied, beause only on average there is no aeleration. However,
sine the nal result is orret and this is what we are interested in, we will
not disuss the rigorous derivation [38℄.
2.3 Reation kinetis
Reation assoiation an be onsidered to onsist of two steps: rst an in-
termediate is formed by diusion: this is alled a 'diusional enounter om-
plex'. Then this intermediate evolves to form a tightly bound omplex. As-
soiation is diusion-ontrolled when the rst step is rate-limiting, and it is
reation-ontrolled when the seond step determines the rate of the assoia-
tion proess.
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If a moleule of type X forms a omplex Z with a moleule of type Y
then the rate of formation of speies Z and the rate of depletion of X are
given by
νZ =
dCZ(r, t)
dt
, νX = −
dCX(r, t)
dt
,



2.22
where CZ(r, t) and CX(r, t) are the onentrations of the Z and X speies, re-
spetively. This reation proess depends on the assoiation and dissoiation
rate onstants kon and koff , respetively
X + Y
kon
⇄
koff
Z.



2.23
The reation ux J(r, t) an be expressed via the rate onstant k by the
equation
J(r, t) = kCm(r, t),



2.24
where m denotes the order of a reation. For our ase we have
JZ(r, t) = koffCZ(r, t)



2.25
JX(r, t) = JY (r, t) = konCX(r, t)CY (r, t),



2.26
where Eq. 2.25 desribes a rst-order reation whereas binding is a seond-
order proess (see Eq. 2.26). The rate onstants an be related to an equi-
librium assoiation onstant
Ka =
kon
koff
.



2.27
The reiproal of Ka is the equilibrium dissoiation onstant Kd.
Let moleules X and Y be uniform spheres having radii RX and RY ,
respetively. If Y diuses towards X then the proess is desribed by the
diusion equation (Eq. 2.10)
∂CY (r, t)
∂t
= −DY∇
2
r
CY (r, t),



2.28
where DY is the diusion onstant of the moleule Y . We assume that DY
is spatially independent. If there is a steady state, i.e. the partile ux is
onserved, then
CY (r, t) = CY (r)



2.29
∇2
r
CY (r) = 0.



2.30
The solution of the above equation in spherial oordinates is given by
CY (r) = −
a
r
+ b,



2.31
where a and b are integration parameters. They an be determined applying
boundary onditions to the problem
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 CY (r → RX +RY ) = 0
 CY (r →∞) = CY (∞).
For ux through a spherial surfae using Eq. (2.26) an analytial solution of
the diusion-ontrolled assoiation onstant kon an be obtained for uniform
spheres reating at a distane r = RX +RY [41℄
kon = 4πr(DX +DY),



2.32
where DX is the diusion onstant for moleules of type X. Eq. 2.32 is valid
when there are no fores between the spheres. In the ase of interating
spheres using the Smoluhowski equation (Eq. 2.21), kon is given by [42℄
kon =
4π(DX +DY )∫∞
r
eU(r)/kT
r2
dr
,



2.33
where U(r) is a entrosymmetri interation potential between the spheres.
For more ompliated geometries and interation fores, numerial approahes
are neessary to ompute assoiation rates (Se. 4.2.2) [43, 44℄.
2.4 Small (thermal) utuations
Let a system of N atoms be slightly perturbed from its equilibrium position
q
0
as
2
q = q0 + ξ,



2.34
where ξ is the displaement from q0. The potential energy V an be expanded
around the equilibrium position q
0
V(q) = V(q0) +
N∑
i=1
(
∂V
∂qi
)
q
0
ξi +
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
(
∂2V
∂qi∂qj
)
q
0
ξiξj +
+
1
6
N∑
i,j,k=1
(
∂3V
∂qi∂qj∂qk
)
q
0
ξiξjξk + . . . ,



2.35
where we an denote
F0 =
(
∂V
∂qi
)
q
0
= 0



2.36
Kij =
(
∂2V
∂qi∂qj
)
q
0



2.37
Υijk =
(
∂3V
∂qi∂qj∂qk
)
q
0
.



2.38
2
For larity the index i in q0
i
for atom i is omitted.
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The total fore ating on the system an be expressed by
F(q) = −∇
q
V(q) = −Kξ −
1
2
Υξ2.



2.39
When the displaement ξ is very small, then the potential energy V an be
approximated to its seond term and the higher-order terms an be negleted.
In this ase the fore F(q) = −Kξ is alled quasi elasti or elasti. The
potential energy is desribed by harmoni potential and the kineti energy is
given by
T =
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
Mij ξ˙iξ˙j.



2.40
Both matries, Kij and Mij, are real and symmetri, i.e. Kij = Kji. The
system an be desribed by N equations of motion around the equilibrium
position ∑
j
Mij ξ¨j +
∑
j
Kijξj = 0,



2.41
where M and K are the mass and fore matries of the system, respetively.
The solution of Eq. (2.41) an be given by ξj = aj exp (−iωt), where aj and
ω are the amplitude and angular frequeny of the motion, respetively. In a
matrix-vetor form, Eq. (2.41) an be represented by an eigenvalue problem
KA = ΛMA



2.42
A†MA = I,



2.43
where I is the identity matrix, Λ gives the eigenfrequenies λ = ω2 and A
is the eigenvetor orthogonal matrix, whih ensures that K is diagonalized.
These eigenmodes are often alled normal modes of the system and are re-
lated to the oordinates ξ by the relation Q = A†ξ. In the new normal
oordinates, Q, the potential and kineti energies are expressed by
Vk(Q) =
1
2
N∑
k=1
ω2kQ
2
k,



2.44
Tk(Q) =
1
2
N∑
k=1
Q˙2k.



2.45
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2.5 Dynamis of Biomoleular Assoiation
2.5.1 Bimoleular Assoiation
In the ellular environment, two biomoleules an bind by diusing towards
eah other. Ative transport proesses may also ontribute to binding but
these will not be disussed here. Considering assoiation as a two-step pro-
ess, whih entails an intermediate alled 'diusional enounter omplex' and
a nal state of the bound omplex, two ways of desribing the reation an
be adopted. When the assoiation rate is determined by the formation of an
intermediate omplex, this reation is alled diusion-ontrolled, otherwise -
reation-ontrolled. In Setion (2.3) the diusion-ontrolled assoiation rate
was derived.
Diusional Enounter omplex
The haraterization of the diusional enounter omplex is of high impor-
tane for protein and nulei aid design studies aimed at altering the as-
soiation kinetis. In the ase of diusion-ontrolled proesses, formation of
the enounter omplex determines the bimoleular diusional rate onstant.
The rate of diusional assoiation has an upper limit: a reation between two
moleules annot be faster than their rate of ollision. This limit is around
109 M−1s−1 for uniformly reative spheres of typial maromoleular size [41℄
in aqueous solvent with no fores between them.
As a rule, a random ollision of two moleules does not result in binding -
a freely diusing moleule X must ome lose to its binding path on a target
moleule Y in order to form a diusional enounter omplex. Geometrially,
this omplex an be viewed as an ensemble of ongurations able to evolve
to the bound state.
During a single enounter, the two moleules have time to undergo sub-
stantial rotational reorientation while remaining trapped in the viinity of
eah other and undergoing multiple ollisions. This eet is known as a
"diusive entrapment". A omputational tehnique, alled Brownian Dy-
namis (BD) (see Se. 4.2), was used by Northrup et el. [45℄ to model two
non-interating spheres of the size of small proteins, whih showed about 400
times larger assoiation rate (2×106 M−1s−1), attributed to the diusive en-
trapment eet, than the rate alulated by a simple geometri orretion of
the Smoluhowski rate onsidering two ontats as the riterion for binding
(1×104 M−1s−1). An assoiation rate onstant of about 106 M−1s−1 is typial
of protein-protein pairs that bind without strong eletrostati interations.
Attrative eletrostati fores an lead to enhanement of the rates to values
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very lose to the Smoluhowski rate.
Bound Complex
One the enounter omplex has formed, the biomoleules must reorient with
respet to eah other to form a fully bound omplex. They may also undergo
hanges in onformation and indued t in order to ahieve a bound om-
plex. Within the omplex, the biomoleules are held together by lose-range
nonovalent interations suh as salt bridges, hydrogen bonds and van der
Waals interations. These interations depend on the hemial nature of the
interating groups of both moleules as well as on their spatial arrangement
and an be mediated by individual water moleules. A biomoleule an have
one or several binding sites stabilizing the omplex. A subtle hange in the
binding site an hange the binding mode signiantly. Therefore, biologial
assoiations are dependent on the struture of both moleules and an be
highly spei.
2.5.2 Moleular interation
The interations between biomoleules vary in strength, type and soure.
Therefore, a wide spetrum of dierent fores ontribute to omplex forma-
tion [46℄. Here, we will disuss only the eletrostati, hydrodynami and
hydrophobi interations sine their ontribution to the kinetis of bimole-
ular assoiation is shown to be onsiderable. We desribe well-established
methods for modelling these interations.
Eletrostatis
Eletrostati interations are important for bimoleular assoiation beause
they are relatively long range interations and may therefore guide the as-
soiation proess by means of attrative and repulsive interations. Their
importane is shown by the dependene of assoiation rate on ioni strength
and the generally muh greater inuene on the assoiation rate of mutations
of harged than of neutral amino aids.
The biologial entities in the ell are surrounded by ions, whih sreen
the eletrostati interations between the speies. One way to aount for
the ions is to ompute the moleular eletrostati potential ϕ(r) using the
nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation
−∇ · ǫ(r)∇ϕ(r) = ρ(r) +
∑
i
qini exp
(
−
qiϕ(r)
kBT
)
,



2.46
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where ǫ(r) is the position dependent dieletri permittivity, ρ(r) is the mole-
ular harge density, qi and ni are the harge and the onentration of the
i-th ioni speies in the bulk, respetively. The above equation an be ap-
proximated by the linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation if the exponential is
expanded as a Taylor series
−∇ · ǫ(r)∇ϕ(r) + ǫκ2ϕ = ρ(r),



2.47
where κ is the Debye-Hükel sreening length related to the ioni strength I
by
κ2 =
2Ie2
kBTǫ
I =
∑
i
1
2
q2i
e2
ni.



2.48
Equation (2.46) and Eq. (2.47) are used in studies of interations between
maromoleules in ontinuous media, i.e. media for whih water moleules
and ions are not modelled expliitly.
When two moleules approah eah other in an aqueous solvent, an ele-
trostati desolvation eet arises due to the lower dieletri onstant of the
solute ompared to that of the solvent. Charges loated on the bimoleu-
lar omplex interfae beome desolvated upon omplex formation and this
results in unfavourable eletrostati energy hanges. This desolvation eet
beomes signiant at short distanes and is mainly dependent on the loa-
tion and magnitude of the harged groups.
Hydrodynamis
Hydrodynami interations between moleules are aused by the ow of sol-
vent due to their mutual motions. Depending on the struture and shape
of the moleules, these interations an be either attrative or repulsive.
To model them, one usually represents the diusion oeient as a tensor
desribing the properties of the solute and the media [47℄. Another rep-
resentation uses a mean eld approah for hydrodynami interations with
the diusion oeient depending on a loal volume fration of a system
mimiking maromoleular rowding [48℄.
Hydrophobiity
The hydrophobi eet results in favourable interations between two maro-
moleules in aqueous solvent. The reason for this is that the nonpolar groups
on the surfae of the moleules an avoid interation with polar groups or
moleules (water) by forming a omplex. This is aused by the fat that the
water moleules are orientationally restrited by the presene of the nonpo-
lar speies, and this leads to an entropy derease. Furthermore, the presene
16
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of the nonpolar speies aets the ability of the water moleules to make
hydrogen bonds. The hydrophobi fore is temperature dependent and it is
entropy driven only at low to room temperatures. At higher temperatures,
the enthalpi ontributions beome signiant [49, 50℄. Although, a gener-
alized theory desribing the hydrophobi fores does not exist, hydrophobi
interations an be modeled by inorporating a solvent aessible surfae area
term in the Gibb's free energy [51℄ or using a hydrophobi potential of mean
fore [52℄.
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Chromatin Fiber
3.1 Struture and biologial funtion
3.1.1 Chromatin
The DNA, the information ode arrier, is situated within the ell nuleus
in eukaryoti organisms
1
. The organization of the genome in the ell is gov-
erned to a large extent by the interplay of mehanial deformability of DNA
with its struture at dierent length sales (see Fig. 3.1) [3, 53℄. The double
helix DNA moleule wraps around four dimeri proteins (H2A, H2B, H3, H4)
alled histones and forms a struture named nuleosome (Fig. 3.1). The hi-
stones and nuleosome are also referred in the literature as histone ore and
nuleosome ore partile (NCP), respetively. The "bead-hain" struture
of nuleosomes spaed regularly on DNA will ompat into a higher order
struture under physiologial onditions leading to a ber-like struture with
a diameter of approximately 30 nm, the so-alled '30-nm hromatin ber' [54℄,
whih plays an important role in the biomoleular mahinery [55℄. However,
its struture and dynamis are still obsure and matter of ontinuous exper-
imental and theoretial investigations. There exist two strutural models of
hromatin ber, the one-start (solenoid) [56℄ and the two-start (zig-zag) [4℄
hromatin strutures. In the one-start model the suessive nuleosomes are
onneted via bent DNA and, thus, form a solenoid-like struture. The two-
start helix model orresponds to the rystal struture of the tetranuleosome
(four nuleosomes) (Fig. 3.2), where the neighbouring nuleosome are linked
by a straight DNA in a zig-zag fashion. In this way, for the nuleosome num-
bered n, the losest neighbour is with a number n ± 2. In addition to the
histone ore, it is also known that there exists another protein belonging to
the histone family [1, 2, 57℄ alled linker histone (oloured green in Fig. 3.1).
It is usually denoted as H5 or H1 and it ontributes to the ompation of
1
The eukaryotes have a nuleus in the ell.
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Figure 3.1: Shemati struture of hromatin ber.
DNA in hromatin ber. Sine DNA is highly negatively harged moleule
due to the phosphate groups on the bakbone, it is hard to ahieve suh
ompation without the presene of positively harged speies. All the his-
tones arry net positive harge, whih might ontribute to the higher-order
struture of hromatin. Monovalent, divalent ions and histone tails have also
been onsidered to ontribute to hromatin ompation [58℄. The mehanism
of hromatin remodelling, opening and losing of the struture during tran-
sription, and many other biologial proesses related to the higher order
struture of the genome annot be understood without fundamental knowl-
edge of the arrangement of nuleosomes and DNA in the hromatin ber and
its variations during dierent physiologial states of the ell.
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Figure 3.2: X-ray rystal struture of the tetranuleosome resolved at 9 Å reso-
lution [4℄.
3.1.2 Nuleosome
The determination of the nuleosome struture to a resolution of 1.9 Å [5℄ has
greatly ontributed to our understanding of possible mehanisms of DNA-
histone binding, nuleosome repositioning and the formation of higher-order
hromatin strutures. The DNA wrapped around the histone ore onsists
of 147 base pairs (bp)
2
and varies from 150 to 250 bp [59℄ depending how
far away the next nuleosome is. The existene of dierent hromatin ber
models implies that the DNA variation is not only in length, but also in
onformation. Eah histone in the histone ore has a long, mobile and basi
N-terminal tail extending out of the main body of the nuleosome. Partiu-
larly, the H3 and H4 tails are loated at the ends of DNA (linker DNAs) on
the nuleosome. The nuleosome has been a subjet of extensive theoretial
and omputational modelling trying to shed light on its struture [6062℄,
dynamis [6265℄ and energetis [6668℄ and relate them to the formation of
hromatin ber. It has been modelled as a ylinder, sphere, ellipsoid, et.
with a radius of around 50-60 Å and with dierent DNA lengths. However,
only reently, it beame evident that the linker histone is one of the major
determinants for folding of hromatin ber [69℄.
2
Base pair is the term referring to two onneted nuleotides (A, G, T, C) in the double
helix DNA (1 bp = 3.4 Å along the DNA strand).
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3.1.3 Linker histone and its role in hromatin
The importane of the linker histone-nuleosome interations in the biologial
funtion of DNA suh as its transription and repliation, has already been
shown [70℄. However, the lak of knowledge how the linker histone binds to
the nuleosome and where exatly makes it diult to understand the proper
struture and funtion of hromatin ber. Experimental studies [32, 71℄ have
shown that the linker histone forms a stem struture with the nuleosome
and binds between the linker DNAs lose to a point on the nuleosomal DNA
alled dyad point. Sine the rystal struture of the hromatosome partile is
still not resolved, a variety of speulative and ontroversial ideas about the
omplex are proposed in the literature. Some of them will be disussed in
detail in the next hapters.
Globular domain of linker histone H5 (GH5)
Eah protein is built of amino aids (residues) whih are 20 in nature. De-
pending on their sequene, dierent protein strutures an be formed. The X-
ray rystal struture of the globular domain of the linker histone H5 (GH5)
3
has been obtained [72℄ (Fig. 3.3). It has three α helies, two β strands and
three loop regions onsisting of 74 residues (see Fig. 3.3). On the surfae of
the GH5 there are 12 residues (Lys and Arg), whih are positively harged
and ontribute to the overall positive potential of the linker histone. In ad-
dition, there are 10 hydrophobi residues (Val, Ala, Leu) positioned on the
surfae as well. Hydrophobi residues are eletrostatially neutral and they
ontribute to protein stability mainly by forming ontats with eah other in
the protein interior. The struture of the linker histones, in addition to the
globular domain, is also omposed of a long and basi C-terminal domain
(more than 100 residues) and a short N-terminal tail [73℄. It has been shown
that the C-terminal domain is ruial for H1-linker DNA binding and for
stabilizing hromatin ber [74, 75℄. However, this domain is unstrutured
at physiologial ioni strengths and therefore diult to rystallize. The C-
terminal domain will not be used in this study, but possible impliations on
the GH5-nuleosome interations will be disussed.
Linker histone models
The ontribution of the linker histone to the nuleosome-nuleosome inter-
ations as well as to the higher order folding of hromatin ber has been
investigated theoretially [22, 24, 2830, 58, 7680℄ and experimentally [6,
3
The resolved X-ray rystal struture is a dimer, here only hain B is used
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Figure 3.3: X-ray rystal struture of the GH5 at 2.3 Å resolution [72℄. The
positive (left) and hydrophobi (right) residues on the surfae of the GH5 are
depited. The labels α1, α2 and α3 denote the alpha helies.
8, 17, 18, 21, 27, 31, 32, 56, 58, 71, 8196℄. Most of the experimental work
points to a formation of a linker histone-nuleosome omplex with a linker
histone loated between the linker DNAs of the nuleosome. It is believed
that the globular domain of the linker histone ontats diretly the nule-
osomal DNA, while the C-terminal domain ats as a bridge between the
linker DNAs [70℄. The exat position of the GH5 on the nuleosome has not
been determined experimentally, but atomi detail theoretial models have
attempted to resolve this issue [28, 29℄. However, the studies are not onsis-
tent with eah other, proposing from two to three binding sites on the GH5,
dierent orientations of the protein with respet to the nuleosome, dierent
residues partiipating in the binding proess as well as a unlear role of the
linker histone on the DNA aessibility. Next hapters will address these
issues and the results obtained will be related and ompared to the already
existing models.
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Computational Methods for Studying
Biomoleular Dynamis and
Interations
Biologial systems onsist of a huge number of interating atoms and in
order to desribe their dynamis aurately one has to solve the equations of
motion analytially taking into aount the individual nature of eah atom.
Suh a alulation is not an easy task and in ertain ases it is impossible
to be arried out. However, with the development of the omputer power
it beame evident that the equations of motion for many partile system
an be solved instantaneously on a omputer. A method alled Moleular
Dynamis (Se. 4.3) integrates numerially the equations of motion for all
atoms and, thus, the phase spae trajetory of a system an be followed
for a ertain time. This time is highly dependent on the system size and
sometimes it is not suient to desribe interesting phenomena ourring
on longer time sales. On the other hand, another method alled Brownian
Dynamis (Se. 4.2) an reah muh longer time sales, beause it does not
take into aount the motions of the solvent partiles, but only the motions
of the solute objet under interest. In addition, Normal Mode Analysis is a
method assessing the moleular dynamis by representing the moleule as a
set of oupled harmoni osillators, eah of them desribing an independent
normal mode.
Consequently, the omputational methods serve as a link between phys-
ial theory and experiment and their eieny is dependent on the avail-
able omputer power and on the model employed. In a perfet situation
one would just desribe quantum mehanially even extremely large systems
and then perform omputational simulations to follow their dynamis. Even
within the reent omputer advanes suh simulations would need hundreds
of years omputational time. Therefore, most of the omputational methods
are approximate to a ertain extent.
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4.1 Normal Mode Analysis
Normal Mode Analysis is a tehnique whih is used for studying the slowest
motions in dynamial systems. It is based on the theory of small utuations
like the lattie vibrations in solid state physis and was already introdued
in the Se. 2.4.
4.1.1 Elasti Network Model
The normal modes (eigenvetors) and their assoiated frequenies (eigenval-
ues) are obtained by the seond derivative matrix (Hessian) (Eq. (2.37)) of
the potential energy of a given struture around a loal minimum. A model
alled Elasti Network Model (ENM) represents the energy landsape by a
harmoni potential in a way that the atoms in the struture are onneted
via springs within a ertain uto C [34℄. Then, the potential energy is given
by
V(rij) =
∑
all pairs i,j
k(r0ij)(|rij | − r
0
ij |)
2,



4.1
where r
0
ij is the pair distane between atom i and j in the equilibrium on-
formation. The fore onstant k(r0ij) is modelled to derease exponentially
with the distane [97℄
k(r0ij) = kin exp
(
−
|r02ij |
d20
)
,



4.2
where d0 is a xed parameter in Å and kin is the input fore onstant.
Usually the atomi Cartesian oordinates and the Hessian matrix are
mass-weighted before the eigenvalue problem is applied (see Eq. 2.42). The
normal mode vetors Q are related to the temperature by their amplitude ϑ
as
ϑ2ω2 = 2kBT.



4.3
In ase of a biologial maromoleule with N atoms, the Hessian matrix will
be 3N × 3N matrix, i.e. there will be 3N normal modes (vetors). They
represent only a diretion of movement rather than absolute value for the
displaement. The low normal modes with small ω desribe large-amplitude
motions and they are of partiular interest in protein and nulei aid dynam-
is. The advantage of using the ENM is that for short omputational time it
an give a reasonable sampling of biomoleular dynamis on the ongura-
tion spae. However, the ENM does not take into aount solvent damping
and anharmoni eets, whih might be ruial for the system's dynamis.
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4.2 Brownian Dynamis
In the Brownian Dynamis (BD) method disussed in this study, the dif-
fusional motion is treated with a partile-based approah, where the solute
moleules are plaed in a ontinuum medium desribing aqueous environ-
ment. The solutes are represented by all-atom strutures keeping only six
degrees of freedom - translation and rotation.
4.2.1 Ermak-MCammon algorithm
A method for modelling the interation and dynamis between Brownian
partiles was proposed by Ermak and MCammon [47℄. Instead of integrating
Newton's or Hamilton's equations for the system, Ermak and MCammon
used the Langevin equation (Eq. 2.19) for the Brownian partiles assuming
that the time sales for the momentum and position relaxations are well
separated [47℄. The diusive displaement r after a ertain time step ∆t1
was derived
2
and the translational omponent reads
r = r0 +
D
kBT
F(r0)∆t+R(∆t),



4.4
where r0 is the position before the time step ∆t, F(r0) is the systemati
fore ating on the moleule and R(∆t) is a random displaement with a
Gaussian distribution suh that 〈R〉 = 0 and 〈R2〉 = 6D∆t. The rotational
displaement θ is omputed as
θ = θ0 +
DR
kBT
T(θ0)∆t+Θ(∆t),



4.5
where θ0 is the rotation angle before ∆t, T(θ0) is the torque and Θ(∆t) is
a random rotational angle satisfying 〈Θ〉 = 0 and 〈Θ2〉 = 6DR∆t. Equa-
tion 4.4 and Eq. 4.5 imply that the Brownian partiles have to be desribed as
rigid bodies rather than objets with exible units. In ase of biomoleules,
this redution of degrees of freedom 'freezes' global strutural hanges, as side
hains movements, aompanying the diusional motion. All-atom exibility
is not taken into aount in the Ermak-MCammon BD algorithm.
1∆t should full ∆t≫ mD/kBT
2
In the original derivation the diusion D and the frition ζ have been treated in a
tensor form due to the hydrodynami interations. Here, it is assumed that both are
onstants. For a omplete derivation see Ref. [47℄.
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4.2.2 Simulation of diusional assoiation
When two biomoleules diuse freely in an ambient medium they an at-
trat eah other and form an enounter omplex (Se. 2.5.1). The stability
of this favourable state will depend on the interation energy between both
moleules. In addition, the formation of the diusional enounter omplex
will be also governed by the kinetis of both approahing moleules. Brown-
ian dynamis simulations an reveal these aspets of biomoleular diusion.
A program alled Simulation of Diusional Assoiation (SDA) [98℄ has been
developed in order to address these issues.
Enounter omplexes
Strutural and energeti knowledge of the diusional enounter omplexes
an be very important for nding out how the biomoleules funtion and
where their binding pathes are. A version of SDA, alled SDAC, has been
developed for these purposes. It is based on a doking proedure between the
biomoleules under interest. Using the Ermak-MCammon algorithm, one of
the moleules (moleule 2) is plaed on a surfae b (see Fig. 4.1) around the
other moleule (moleule 1) and a trajetory is initiated. At this distane b
the fores between them are negligible or entrosymmetri. Eah trajetory
is started from a randomly hosen position and orientation on the 'b surfae'.
The trajetory is trunated when the moleule 2 reahes a separation c (at
the 'c surfae'). The translational diusion onstant D in Eq. (4.4) is the
relative diusion onstant D = D1 + D2 for both partiles (denoted 1 and
2). It is assumed to be spatially independent and D and DR are given
by the Stokes-Einstein relation (see Eq. 2.13). An enounter omplex is
reorded if the enter-to-enter distane between both biomoleules satises
predened onstraints. These onstraints an be based on any experimental
or biohemial data. In addition to the strutural information, the interation
energy is reorded as well. From the ensemble of omplexes many features
about the mutual interations and binding modes an be extrated as well
as possible bound omplexes predited. The two binding partners an be
modeled in atomi detail using, for example, X-ray resolved rystal strutures
(from Protein Data Bank
3
(PDB)).
Assoiation rates
The bimaromoleular omplexes have dierent properties depending on the
moleules involved. Some an bind quikly while others bind slowly and
3
URL: http://www.rsb.org
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Figure 4.1: Shemati piture of the system simulated by Brownian Dynamis.
The trajetory starts at the b surfae and a omplex is reorded if the seond
moleule enters the onstrained region. The trajetory is trunated when moleule
2 (GH5) passes the c surfae.
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weakly. The most ommonly used formalism for alulating bimoleular asso-
iation rate onstants is known as the Northrup-Alison-MCammon (NAM)
method [99℄. It is assumed that the rate onstant for the approah of two
moleules to a separation b at whih the fores between them are negligible
or entrosymmetri is given by the analytial Smoluhowski expression [41℄
(Eq. 2.32), with r = b
kon(b) = 4πbD,



4.6
kon(b) =
4πD∫∞
b
eU(r)/kT
r2
dr
.



4.7
Equation 4.6 and Eq. 4.7 yield the assoiation rate onstant for noninter-
ating and interating moleules, respetively. By generating thousands of
trajetories and monitoring those that full riteria for forming an enounter
omplex, the probability of reation, β, an be obtained, and thus, the asso-
iation rate onstant kBDon alulated as
kBDon = kon(b)
β
1− (1− β)kon(b)
kon(c)
.



4.8
In the equation above the kon(b) is given by Eq. 4.6 when the interations
at distane b are negligible. The trajetories are handled as desribed in
Se. Enounter Complexes. The quantiation of the enounter omplex,
whih is ruial for determining the assoiation rates, is of major importane.
In SDA, three dierent models (labelled 1, 2 and 3) dening a reation ri-
terion are implemented, but here only the one used in the simulations (3)
will be disussed. The models are based on monitoring the polar atom-atom
distanes between the biomoleules during simulation within initially spei-
ed distane windows. These donor-aeptor ontats are any pair of atoms
formed in the experimentally determined bound omplex of both moleules.
The pairs taken into aount are only those separated by a spei distane
dpairs (between an atom on moleule 1 to an atom on moleule 2). Usually
this distane is dpairs ∼ 5−6 Å. A list of the potential pairs is reated and in
model 3 the number of possible ontats is restrited to the pairs separated
by a distane dind. This means that if any two atoms on the same moleule
form two pairs with other two atoms on the other moleule, then these on-
tats are ounted as two if the distane between the former atoms is greater
than dind, i.e. then the pairs are independent. Otherwise, only one ontat is
assumed. In suh a way only the independent ontats are monitored during
simulation. Normally, the independent distane is hosen to be around 6 Å
depending on the size and struture of both moleules. In the output the
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assoiation rates for forming 1, 2, 3 and 4 ontats are reorded for eah
window distane. However, a trajetory an be ounted as 'reative' if at
least two of the native polar ontats of the fully bound omplex are formed.
These ontats are looser than in the bound omplex sine the omplex is
partially desolvated and this is onsidered by the distane dpairs. The proe-
dure desribed has been implemented in the program (SDA) [98℄, whih is
onstantly under development.
Fores
Currently, the SDA program uses eletrostati, eletrostati desolvation, hy-
drophobi desolvation and exlusion fores (torques) for modelling bimole-
ular interations. Among them only the eletrostati fores are long-ranged
and therefore they are of high importane for the formation of diusional
enounter omplex. The fore is given by
F(r) = −
∂(∆Gtotal)
∂r
,



4.9
where ∆Gtotal is the total interation energy between the moleules and is
expressed by
∆Gtotal = ∆Gelec +∆Geldesolv +∆Ghyddesolv.



4.10
The rst term ∆Gelec in Eq. 4.10 is the eletrostati interation energy, the
seond term ∆Geldesolv gives the eletrostati desolvation interation energy
and the third term ∆Ghyddesolv desribes the hydrophobi interation be-
tween the biomoleules. The exat form of the eletrostati terms, whih
play an important role in the nuleosome-linker histone interations, will be
given below. All the fores are modelled on a 3-dimensional grid, whih en-
ompasses both biomoleules, and at eah Brownian step the fore between
the moleules is omputed as a nite-dierene derivative of the interation
energy given in Eq. 4.10. The size of the grids depend on the size of the
moleules as well as on the goal of the simulation.
Eletrostati fores The long-range eletrostati fores are omputed by
solving numerially the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (see Eq.2.46) on a grid.
There exist several numerial methods for solving this equation on a ubi
3D grid like the nite dierene and multigrid methods [100℄. The PB equa-
tion is solved after dening a dieletri boundary between the solute and
the solvent and hoosing a suitable dieletri onstants of the biomoleule
and solvent. The temperature is set and the ioni strength of the solvent is
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modelled impliitly assuming a Boltzmann distribution of ions. In the alu-
lation the partial atomi harges of the biomoleule are used. Two software
pakages were used for performing the alulations, the Adaptive Poisson
Boltzmann Solver (APBS) [101℄ and the University of Houston Brownian
Dynamis (UHBD) [102℄. At eah grid point on the 3D ubi lattie mapped
on the biomoleule a value of the Poisson-Boltzmann eletrostati potential
ϕ(r) is assigned (see Fig. A.1). In this thesis the eletrostati potential was
omputed using the nonlinear PB equation (Eq. 2.46).
Eetive harges for maromoleules In the BD algorithm, the
fores are omputed at eah step, but evaluation of the eletrostati inter-
moleular potentials required for the fores, is omputationally expensive.
The reason is the huge number of atomi harges on the biomoleules, whih
might restrit the dynamis to several steps. In simulating long diusional
proess this is not beneial. This problem has been overome by represent-
ing the seond protein by a set of eetive harges in a uniform medium [103℄.
The idea is as follows: point atomi harges inside a moleule are imaged
through its dieletri boundary and, thus, image harges are reated. These
image harges are responsible for the eletrostati potential reated inside
the moleule and, in opposite, the external eletrostati potential an be de-
termined by the image harges plaed inside the moleule. In this way the
eetive harges are these image harges reating the external eletrostati
potential. The eletrostati potentials ϕ1(r) and ϕ2(r) of moleule 1 and
2, respetively, an be solved by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Eq. 2.46)
and the eletrostati interation energy reads
∆Gelec =
1
2
∑
i
qeffi1 (r)ϕ2(r) +
1
2
∑
j
qeffj2 (r)ϕ1(r),



4.11
where qeff1 (r) and q
eff
2 (r) are the eetive harges tted to the eletrostati
potentials ϕ1(r) and ϕ2(r) of moleule 1 and 2, respetively. The summation
in Eq. 4.11 is arried out over all eetive harges in the moleules. The
tting proedure is performed in a shell within a speied distane around
the moleule [103℄. In SDA4C only the seond term multiplied by two in
Eq. 4.11 is onsidered, i.e. the eetive harges of moleule 2, qeff2 (r), move
on a three dimensional grid of the eletrostati potential of moleule 1, ϕ1(r).
This onsideration is aurate as long as avity penalties at short distanes
for both biomoleules are not taken into aount. Then two additional terms
ome into the interation energy and an approximation of suh interation
will be disussed in the next paragraph.
The eetive harges are plaed on the arboxylate oxygen atoms of
Asp, Glu and C-terminus, on the amino nytrogen atoms of Lys, Arg and
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N-terminus in the histone proteins as well as on the P atoms of DNA bak-
bone in the nuleosome.
Eletrostati desolvation fores. Unfavourable eletrostati desolvation
eets our at short distanes due to the displaement of a water layer
in lose proximity to the surfaes of the biomoleules. The eletrostati
desolvation interation energy is omputed using an approximation given
by [104℄
∆Geldesolv =
∑
i
[qeffi1 (r)]
2ϕeldesolv2 (r) +
∑
j
[qeffj2 (r)]
2ϕeldesolv1 (r),



4.12
∆Geldesolv1 =
∑
i
[qeffi1 (r)]
2ϕeldesolv2 (r) = α
εs − εm
εs(2εs + εm)
∑
ij
[qeffi1 (r)]
2 ×
× (1 + κrij)
2 exp (−2κrij)
a3j
r4ij
,



4.13
where in Eq. 4.13 εs and εm are the solvent's and solute moleule's dieletri
onstants, respetively, qeffi1 (r) is the i-th eetive harge on moleule 1, aj is
the dieletri avity radius of j-th atom on moleule 2 and rij is the distane
between them. The Debye-Hükel parameter is κ, α is a saling fator and
the seond term in Eq. 4.12 is omputed as ∆Geldesolv1 (Eq. 4.13) for all pairs
of eetive harges on moleule 2, qeffj2 (r), and the orresponding eletrostati
desolvation potential grid points for moleule 1, ϕeldesolv1 (r). The eletrostati
desolvation potentials were also omputed on a 3D ubi lattie enompassing
the rystal strutures of the biomoleules.
In this thesis, eletrostati desolvation was not used in the BD dok-
ing simulations, beause we aimed at obtaining a tight diusional enounter
omplex between the nuleosome and the linker histone. However, for the
alulation of the assoiation rates the usage of ∆Geldesolv was neessary. De-
tails on the omputation of the eletrostati fores are given in Appendix A.
Hydrophobi desolvation fores. These fores are short range favourable
fores aused by the attrative interations between nonpolar surfaes. Sim-
ulations with these fores were not arried out due to the muh stronger
eletrostati attrative interation in the linker histone-nuleosome reogni-
tion proess. Details on the potential used have been already reported [105℄.
Exlusion fores. To avoid overlaps between both moleules an exlusion
grid is assigned on the rst moleule based on the van der Waals atom radii.
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If a step results in an overlap then the step is repeated with a dierent
random number.
The software pakage SDA has two versions, 4 and 5. In version 4, named
SDA4, hydrophobi desolvation interations are not inluded as well as a
slightly dierent treatment of the rotation-translational proedure between
the SDA4 and SDA5 exists. In addition, in the newer version SDA5 a better
random number generator is implemented and the eletrostati interations
are omputed using the grids and harges of both biomoleules. The simu-
lations in the next two hapters were arried out with the SDA4 while the
SDA5 was used for the others.
4.3 Moleular Dynamis
4.3.1 Fore elds
Moleular Dynamis (MD) is a omputational tehnique based on lassial
physis, where the fore Fi ating on eah atom i due to the presene of all
atoms in the system is omputed and the atom i is put into motion via the
Newton's equation of motion
mir¨i = Fi = −∇riV(r),



4.14
where V(r) is the total potential energy of the system. Here, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation is assumed allowing to express the energy as a
funtion of the atomi (or nulear) oordinates only. Often suh a poten-
tial is based upon a simple model of interations within the system and is
named a fore eld. Fore elds usually inlude intra- and inter-moleular
ontributions and a ommon funtional form is
V(r) = Vbond(r) + Vangle(r) + Vdihedral(r) + VvdW(r) + VCoulomb(r) =
=
∑
bonds i
kbondi (ri − r
0
i )
2 +
∑
angles i
kanglei (θi − θ
0
i )
2 +
+
∑
dihedrals i
kdihedrali [1 + cos (niφ− γi)] +



4.15
+
∑
i
∑
j>i
4ǫij
[(
σij
rij
)12
−
(
σij
rij
)6]
+
+
∑
i
∑
j>i
qiqj
4πε0rij
,
where the rst three terms desribe the strething, bending and torsional
bonded interations, the fourth term is the Lennard-Jones potential and the
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last term desribes the eletrostati interations. The internal oordinate
parameters (e.g. kbond, r0) as well as those for the nonbonded parts of the
system (see Eq. (4.15)) are usually developed from data on small moleules
and tested on a small number of systems. Therefore, fore elds are empirial
and their key feature lies in their transferability, that is, one parametrized,
a fore eld an be applied to a wide range of problems and systems.
In this study the Amber99SB fore eld [106℄ was used within the MD
software pakage NAMD [107℄ (version 2.7b1 ). NAMD is partiularly de-
signed for running MD simulations of large biomoleular systems, like the
nuleosome partile, sine it is based on an eient parallel saling imple-
mentation. Here the methodology of performing our MD simulation in the
ontext of NAMD will be desribed, although the overall proedure and pro-
tool are similar to many biomoleular MD software pakages.
For aurate treatment of the non-bonded eletrostati interations as
well as to avoid boundary surfae eets, periodi boundary onditions are
employed. These are also required for onstant pressure simulations sine
pressure is ontrolled by adjusting the volume of the system at dierent
timesteps (desription in Se. 4.3.3). The solute system is initially solvated
in water in a box of a hosen shape (ubi, otahedral, rhombi dodeahedral,
et.) and a ertain number of ions are added to satisfy both onentration and
zero net harge requirements. The latter are needed for aurate treatment
of the long-range eletrostati interations through the Ewald summation
sheme [108℄, whih overomes the slow onvergene of the eletrostati po-
tential energy at great distanes and assumes eah harge is surrounded by a
neutralizing harge distribution of Gaussians. This allows the potential to be
splitted into dierent ontributions eah of them onverging more quikly:
VEwald = Vdir + Vrec + Vself + Vsurface,



4.16
where Vdir and Vrec are the real-spae (or diret) and reiproal4-spae sum-
mations, respetively. The other two terms, Vself and Vsurface, represent the
self-energy and surfae energy, respetively. The former is usually a on-
stant, whereas the latter is very small due to the large dierene between the
dieletri onstants of the moleule interior and the solvent medium [107℄.
Written in the above form, the eletrostati potential is still omputa-
tionally demanding and it sales as N2 (or N3/2 in the best senario) for
a system with N partiles in the primary simulation ell. In order to re-
due the saling fator, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is imple-
mented to ompute the most expensive reiproal-spae term Vrec. The speed
up is onsiderable - N logN . The disadvantage, however, is that the FFT
4
Term used mainly in solid state physis.
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method requires disrete data points, whih ondition is ahieved by repla-
ing the ontinuous harges by a 3D grid-based harge distribution. Dierent
so alled "partile-mesh" Ewald (PME) approahes exist to map the harges
of the system on a grid that orretly interpolates to the desired potential at
eah atom, and NAMD speially uses the smooth PME method [109℄.
Van der Waals interations are treated within a pre-dened non-bonded
uto sine they fall o very quikly with distane. When periodi boundary
onditions are employed, the uto value should be hosen as to not allow
an atom to interat with its own image. Together with the minimum image
onvention (stating that every atom interats with a maximum one image of
every other atom in the system), the uto should not be greater than half
the dimension of the unit ell. To let the Van der Waals potential smoothly
(disontinously) go to zero beyond the uto, a smaller swithing distane is
usually appropriate to speify, where a swithing funtion is applied between
it and the uto distane.
4.3.2 Veloity Verlet algorithm
There exist several ways of arrying out a numerial integration on Eq. 4.14,
but for all of them the dierentials are replaed by the orresponding nite
dierenes. Then the ontinuous phase trajetory Γ(t) is replaed by a set
of points Γ(0), Γ(δt), Γ(2δt), . . . , Γ(nδt), . . . , where δt is the time step
of the simulation and n expresses the number of step, i.e. the number of
times numerial integration is performed. First a Taylor expansion of the
oordinates (Cartesian), veloities, aelerations, et. around the urrent
time is applied and seond a ertain algorithm (integrator) is hosen. One of
the most ommon integrators is the veloity-Verlet method [110℄
r(t+ δt) = r(t) + δtv(t) +
δt2
2
a(t),
v(t+ δt) = v(t) +
δt
2
[a(t) + a(t+ δt)],



4.17
where v(t) are the veloities and the aelerations a(t) are given by
ai =
Fi
mi
= −
1
mi
∇
ri
V(r(t)).



4.18
At the initial ondition of the system, i.e. given Cartesian oordinates and
fore eld parameters for all atoms, the aelerations are omputed aording
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to Eq. 4.18. Then, the proedure follows as
rn+1 = rn + δtvn +
δt2
2
an,
vn+ 1
2
= vn +
δt
2
an,
an+1 = a(rn+1),



4.19
vn+1 = vn+ 1
2
+
δt
2
an+1,
. . . = . . .
The hoie of the time step δt in the MD has to be arefully onsidered. On
one hand, it should be small enough to apture the fastest movements in
the system like the highest-frequeny vibrations of hydrogen bonds, whih
are on a timesale of 1 fs (femtoseond)
5
. On the other hand, the larger the
time step, the less omputational time will be required. One an restrit
the usually of less interest high frequeny motions like bond vibrations by
imposing onstraints to the bonds of the atoms linked to hydrogens. This
allows inrease in the time step δt by a fator of two (to 2 fs). The proedure
for applying suh onstraints is alled either SHAKE [111℄ or RATTLE [112℄,
and we used the former.
4.3.3 Thermostats and Barostats
The Newton's equations of motion for an isolated system propagate a traje-
tory in the phase spae along whih d− 1 integral of motions are dened (d
is the dimensionality of the phase spae). Time homogeneity implies one of
these integral of motion is the total energy of the system. Over the ourse
of a very long (innite) time, the dynami trajetory will over the whole
phase spae, i.e. eah visited state will have the same energy. Suh states
form an ensemble of ongurations (see Se. 2.1.1) alled the miroanon-
ial ensemble desribed by onstant number of partiles, onstant volume
and onstant energy (NV E). Aording to the ergodi hypothesis, the time
average of a property of the system over the phase path will equate to the
ensemble average over all ongurations in the ensemble as well as to an
experimentally measured value of the property. Therefore, a MD simulation
evolving by the Newton's equations of motion for a suiently long time will
produe a trajetory of ongurations with time averages equivalent to the
experimentally obtained averages. However, rarely do real (biomoleular)
systems and reations take plae under experimental onditions of onstant
5
1 fs=10−15 s
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volume and energy. In order to be able to omputationally mimi exper-
iments, modied equations of motions should be developed with integrals
of motion mathing experimentally invariant marosopi variables suh as
temperature and pressure. The time evolution of suh equations will sample
ongurations belonging to ensembles with onstant temperature (anonial
NV T ) and/or pressure (Gibbs NPT ). To keep either the temperature of the
system or its pressure or both onstant during an MD simulation run, dier-
ent algorithms have been developed - with or without aurate sampling of
the desired statistial ensemble.
NAMD ontrols the temperature of the system in several ways. Langevin
equations of motions (Eq. 2.19) integrated by Brünger-Brooks-Karplus (BBK)
integrator [107, 113℄ introdue a random fore whih ats as a heat bath. An
alternative way is to ouple the system to an external heat bath that is xed
at the desired temperature [114℄. Other not so rigorous methods inlude the
simple resaling or reassignment of the veloities in the system, whih are
usually used during the initial heating and equilibration phases of the sim-
ulation. Out of these four temperature ontrol shemes, only the Langevin
equations of motion (if properly implemented) generate rigorous anonial
averages. We used the Langevin heat bath during equilibration, whereas re-
lied on the Berendsen oupling mehanism in the prodution phase of the
simulation.
In ase of the isothermal-isobari ensemble (NPT ), pressure an be main-
tained by Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston method [107, 115, 116℄(also alled
the extended system method) or the Berendsen barostat [114℄ (also alled
the weak-oupling method). Sine pressure is ontrolled by hange in vol-
ume, the two algorithms introdue volume as an additional degree of freedom
in the Newton's equations. In the former ase, volume is being adjusted by a
titious piston with a speied mass, where the motion of the piston is par-
tially damped by the Langevin equation. The system is in ontat with a heat
bath, but sine this ontat is through a single degree of freedom (the piston)
only, additional suitable temperature ontrol method should be used in on-
juntion in order to sample the NPT ensemble. The weak-oupling method
for pressure ontrol is analogous to the thermostat oupling and indeed both
have to be used together beause the piston overdamped oupling leads to
a dissipation of energy, whih should be put bak into the system through
the temperature ontrol. The Berendsen thermo-/barostat algorithms do
not produe trajetories in a known ensemble. We used the Nosé-Hoover
Langevin piston method for pressure ontrol during equilibration and the
Berendsen oupling shemes during the prodution.
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Brownian Dynamis doking of the
linker histone to the nuleosome
The key role of the linker histone (LH) proteins (H1/H5 families) in hro-
matin ber formation is well established [69℄. H5/H1 ontributes not only to
the ompation of hromatin into a 30 nm ber, but also partiipates in the
regulation of proesses suh as repliation and transription [117℄. The exis-
tene of two proposed strutures of hromatin, of the one-start (solenoid) [56℄
and the two-start (zig-zag) [4℄ (Fig. 3.2) helies, implies that the linker DNA
(lDNA) onneting suessive nuleosomes varies not only in length but also
in onformation. It is known that the LH binds to the nuleosome, but ex-
atly how the two interat, and how this interation is aeted by and itself
aets the onformation and dynamis of the lDNA, is not yet understood.
From in vivo FRAP experiments, Brown et al. identied two binding
sites and one nonbinding site on the globular domain of the H1 LH, GH1
0
,
and modeled a omplex of GH1
0
with the nuleosome to t this data [17℄.
Two binding sites were also suggested on the basis of in vitro photorosslink-
ing data for the H5 LH, GH5 [27℄, and moleular modelling of GH1 [29℄, but,
in these studies, dierent binding modes to the nuleosome were dedued.
On the other hand, two omputational doking studies [28, 30℄ of the H5 LH
globular domain, GH5, (whih is 97% homologous to GH10) to the nuleo-
some showed three binding sites on the GH5 and dierent doking positions
with respet to the nuleosome. In light of these inonsistenies, the aim of
this study is to determine the position and orientation of GH5 with respet
to the nuleosome, and how binding of GH5 is inuened by and inuenes
the DNA onformation and dynamis. These fators are ruial for the stru-
ture and funtion of the higher-order hromatin ber. To ahieve this, the
globular domain of linker histone H5 was doked to the nuleosome using the
BD software pakage SDA4 (Se. 4.2.2).
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LINKER HISTONE TO THE NUCLEOSOME
5.1 System preparation
The rystal struture of the nuleosome ore partile [5℄ (NCP, Protein Data
Bank - PDB ode 1kx5, 1.9 Å resolution) was used as a referene struture.
The histone tails were removed from the struture beause they are muh
more mobile than other parts of the nuleosome and a reent experimental
study [31℄ showed that histone tail removal does not aet binding of the
H5 linker histone signiantly. In addition, another experimental study [95℄
pointed out that the position of the linker histone H1
0
on the nuleosome
is not aeted by the histone tails. To inlude the linker DNAs, 20 bp of
DNA from the tetranuleosome struture [4℄ (see Fig. 3.2), 10 bp at eah en-
try/exit, were added to the referene struture and the nuleosome struture
obtained (tNCP) was used as an equilibrium onformation in the Normal
Mode Analysis (NMA). The onformation of the initial nuleosome struture
(tNCP) is depited in Fig. 5.1. The globular domain of the H5 linker histone
Figure 5.1: Nuleosome stru-
ture (tNCP) used in the NMA.
The red arrow designates the dyad
axis.
(GH5) was obtained from its rystal struture [72℄ (GH5, PDB ode 1hst, 2.5
Å resolution) (see Fig. 3.3). Chain B of GH5 was used for the simulations.
5.2 NMA
The obtained nuleosome struture (tNCP) was subjeted to Normal Mode
Analysis based on the Elasti Network Model (ENM) [34℄ (Se. 4.1.1). The
harmoni approximation was built around the rystal struture itself, whih
was assumed to be in a global minimum. Suh an approximation avoids the
usage of omputationally expensive minimization proedure, but has the dis-
advantage of having the initial struture trapped either in a loal minimum
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or far away from any minimum. In suh a way the NMA might desribe
in detail the dynamis around a state, whih has a low density distribution
in the phase spae Γ(t). Moreover, the NMA dynamis does not take into
aount solvent damping and anharmoni eets, whih might be ruial for
the biomoleular funtion. Surprisingly, the large amplitude utuations in
lyzozyme obtained by MD yielded similar diretions with the low-frequeny
normal modes [118℄. Other studies [97, 119, 120℄ also showed qualitatively
that the low-frequeny normal modes haraterize well the olletive domain
motions in proteins. In hromatin, the highly paked DNA moleule should
partially or ompletely unwrap from the nuleosome in order to perform its
funtion in the ell nuleus [121, 122℄. In addition, the way it is paked
tunes its aessibility to other proteins and, thus, alters the DNA-protein
reognition dynamis [70℄. For the purpose of this study the usage of NMA
on the rystal struture is justied by the extremely stable nuleosome ore
struture in the nanoseond time sales [64℄
1
. In addition, our goal is to
sample more onformations in the ongurational spae regardless of their
quantitative harater. As it was already pointed out in Se. 4.1 the absolute
values of the eigenfrequenies of eah mode obtained by the ENM do not have
physial meaning and they are rather arbitrary due to the negleted anhar-
moni eets and solvent damping. However, the relative eigenfrequenies
are physially meaningful and, thus, they an give insights into the relative
motions of the obtained normal modes.
We used the Nomad-Ref program [123℄ (http://lorentz. immstr.pasteur.fr
/nomad-ref.php) to alulate the rst 20 normal modes of the nuleosome
(tNCP). The alulation was done with all nonhydrogen atoms present in
the nuleosome. The default parameters of a uto of 10 Å, distane weight
parameter d0 of 5 Å [97℄ and average output RMSD of 3 Å were used [123℄.
For alulating the frequenies a fore onstant of 100 kal/Mol/Å
2
was ap-
plied. The output nuleosome onformations were 15 for eah mode, 7 on
eah side of the starting equilibrium onformation. The onformations were
determined by the diretion of the normal mode vetors. The potential en-
ergy of eah onformation an be given by
Vi(|r
i
RMSD|) ∝ Bω
2|riRMSD|
2,



5.1
where ω is the alulated mode eigenfrequeny (in 1/m), riRMSD is the all
atom RMSD (in Å) between onformation i and the equilibrium one (tNCP)
and B is a onstant in kJ/mol. This nuleosome energy dependene on
1
Roatano et al. [64℄ showed that the main body of the nuleosome stays relatively
lose (RMSD
histones < 3 Å, RMSDDNA < 7 Å) to the rystal struture in a 20 ns MD
simulation of a nuleosome with 147 bp of DNA with and without histone tails.
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Figure 5.2: Energy dependene of the
all-atom RMSD distane from equilib-
rium for eah mode. The mode num-
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Figure 5.3: Energy prole of modes 7
and 8. Labelled are the nuleosome on-
formations used in the simulations.
rRMSD is shown in Fig. 5.2. Sine the rst 6 modes are translation and rota-
tion the "rst" mode is numbered 7. Eah point on the parabolas represents
a dierent nuleosome onformation. It an be seen that the largest devi-
ations from equilibrium experiene modes 10, 7, 14, 8 and 12. However,
modes 7 and 8 have muh lower relative energies than the others, i.e. they
an be attributed to the low frequeny olletive motions. Therefore, these
two modes were hosen for our further analysis (See Fig. 5.3).
It has been shown that the density of the slow vibrational modes g(ω)
of globular proteins does not follow Debye's theory (g(w) ∼ ω2), but rather
exhibits anomalous behaviour with g(ω) ∼ ω [124℄. Based on these obser-
vations Tirion [34℄ proposed the ENM (Se. 4.1.1) for the slow vibrational
modes. The funtion G(ω) giving the saled total number of modes up to
frequeny ω reads
G(ω) =
1
nm
∫ ω
0
g(ω
′
)dω
′
,



5.2
where nm is the total number of modes. Plot of G(ω) for the nuleosome is
displayed in Fig. 5.4. Clearly, our data follow the ω2 law, rather than ω3, and
fall into a universal urve like other globular proteins [124℄. Atually, this be-
haviour is expeted sine the ENM was used in determining the eigenvetors.
It should be noted that the piture in Fig. 5.4 is plotted against only the rst
20 modes and also, our struture ontains DNA, whih obviously does not
aet the shape of the density of states. Interestingly, we see two regimes,
one for the lowest three frequenies, and another for the higher freqienies.
This observation has no obvious explanation. Avraham [124℄ onluded that
the proteins behave as two-dimensional objets as far as slow vibrations are
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Figure 5.4: Saled density of
states G(ω) obtained by the NMA.
The line is tted to the data points
as ω2 (red).
onerned.
The largest motions obtained by the NMA were exhibited by the two
10 bp long linker DNAs (lDNAs) while the main ore of the nuleosome
remained stable. This DNA exibility an play an important role in protein-
DNA interations [89℄ as well as in transription and repliation [70℄. To
represent the prinipal strutural variations of the nuleosome, 13 dierent
onformations were hosen from the two lowest frequeny modes: modes 7
and 8 (modes 1-6 desribe rigid body translation and rotation) (see Fig. 5.5).
For the 7th mode, only open onformations with respet to the equilibrium
Figure 5.5: Nuleosome onformations generated by NMA. The lDNA onforma-
tions hosen from the 7th (left) and the 8th modes (right) are shown by ylinders
with the blue points marking the ylinder axis. The equilibrium struture, (70)
(orresponding to the rystal struture), is olored red.
struture (70) were hosen whereas the 8th mode was represented by three
onformations on eah side of the equilibrium struture (80) (Fig. 5.3). One
of the lDNAs (lDNA1) showed larger utuations than the other (lDNA2)
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Figure 5.6: Geometri parameters for speifying eah nuleosome onformation.
The green (dyad) point lies on the dyad axis and the red point is loated at the
enter of mass of the nuleosome.
(Fig. 5.5). These nuleosome onformations were quantied by 9 geometrial
parameters displayed in Fig. 5.6. They are: α and ζ are the angles between
lDNA1 and lDNA2 (α in the xy plane); γ1 (γ2) is the angle between lDNA1
(lDNA2) and the y-axis in the yz plane; A is the area of the triangle formed
by the ends of lDNA1 and lDNA2 and the dyad point with angle β and sides
d1, d2 and d3. The parameters are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Values of the geometri parameters for eah nuleosome (tNCP) on-
formation generated by NMA used in the BD simulations.
Conformation α, deg ζ, deg A, Å2 β, deg d1, Å d2, Å d3, Å γ1, deg γ2, deg
70 71.44 70.76 468.40 92.31 40.34 23.24 47.36 14.57 2.65
71 56.34 55.50 499.61 80.32 44.73 22.66 46.62 7.21 4.94
72 43.81 43.72 539.35 72.19 50.83 22.29 48.86 0.73 7.12
73 34.25 36.31 587.34 67.47 57.49 22.12 53.11 4.14 9.09
74 27.33 32.53 639.66 65.14 63.81 22.10 58.09 7.48 10.75
75 22.56 31.05 689.21 64.19 69.08 22.16 62.69 9.64 12.06
76 18.14 30.65 749.37 63.89 74.80 22.31 68.00 11.53 13.40
8
−3 78.21 86.86 49.06 9.18 22.67 27.14 5.98 17.49 25.40
8
−2 77.27 80.80 197.11 39.48 25.58 24.24 16.87 9.59 19.16
8
−1 75.11 74.51 336.42 68.46 31.88 22.69 31.63 1.43 11.39
80 71.44 70.76 468.40 92.31 40.34 23.24 47.36 14.57 2.65
81 66.42 71.78 607.85 109.21 49.76 25.87 63.19 27.29 6.15
82 60.84 76.25 769.41 119.46 59.25 29.83 78.35 37.07 13.96
83 55.68 81.40 954.95 125.07 68.13 34.25 92.17 43.45 20.26
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5.3 Eletrostati potential alulation
Partial harges, atomi radii and hydrogens were assigned to all atoms in
the strutures with the PDB2PQR program [125℄. The nuleosome partile
(tNCP) and the globular domain of the linker histone (GH5) have 13496 and
565 nonhydrogen atoms, respetively. The net formal harges are ∼ -237e
for the nuleosome onformations and +11e for the linker histone. Eletro-
stati potentials were omputed by solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation on grids (1Å spaing) with 2573 and 2003 points for eah hosen nu-
leosome onformation and the linker histone, respetively (Se. 4.2.2). The
alulations were performed with the programs APBS [101℄ and UHBD [102℄
using asymptoti boundary onditions. The temperature was set to 300 K,
the solvent dieletri onstant to 78, the solute dieletri onstant to 2 and the
ioni strength to 100 mM. The surfae of the biomoleules was represented by
Figure 5.7: Eletrostati equipotential at ± 1 kBT/e for the tNCP (left) and GH5
(right). Blue represents the positive potential, while red is the negative.
Van der Waals radii, whih has been shown to stabilize protein-nulei aid
omplex formation [126℄. The parameters were hosen to resemble available
experimental data [18, 21, 127, 128℄. The obtained negative eletrostati po-
tential of the nuleosome (Fig. 5.7) is due to the highly negatively harged
DNA moleule, whih sreens the positive potential of the histone protein.
Nevertheless, in Fig. 5.7 (left) a positive portion of potential on the nuleo-
some surfae an be seen. On the other hand, the residues on the surfae of
the GH5 ontribute to the overall positive potential of the linker histone.
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5.4 Eetive harges alulation
An important step for reduing the number of partial harges on the moleules,
and thus, inreasing the simulation time is the introdution of a small num-
ber of eetive harges, whih represent aurately the eletrostati potential
around the moleule in a homogenous medium [103℄. Eetive harges were
assigned to both moleules with the ECM program (Se. 4.2.2). The num-
Figure 5.8: Eetive harges represented as spheres for the tNCP (left) and GH5
(right). Blue spheres are the eetive harges on positive residues, red on negative
and orange on P atoms (negative) of the nulei aid bakbone.
ber of eetive harges was 730 and 26 for the tNCP and GH5, respetively
(Fig. 5.8). They were alulated using the previously obtained solution of
the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The omputation was done in a
probe layer of 4 up to 7 Å around the moleular surfae. The ioni strength
was set to 100 mM and the solvent dieletri onstant to 78.54. In the BD
simulation proedure, the eetive harges of GH5 move on the eletrostati
potential grid of tNCP.
5.5 Brownian Dynamis setup
The BD doking simulations were arried out with the SDA4C pakage [98℄
(Se. 4.2.2) modied in suh a way that diusional enounter omplexes were
reorded only if they satisfy predened onstraints. For our ase, we used
two onstraints: (i) a enter-to-enter distane between both partiles (< 74
Å) and (ii) dyad point-enter distane between the dyad at the nuleosomal
DNA (nDNA) and the enter of the GH5 (< 40 Å). This riterion is based
on experimental studies indiating that GH5 binds between and protets 20
bp of the lDNAs from nulease digestion [32℄.
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In the simulations, the moleules are modeled as rigid bodies with the
short-range attrative interations negleted. An exlusion volume grid with
0.5 Å spaing was assigned to the nuleosome onformations to avoid over-
laps. The trajetories start at a enter-to-enter distane b = 300 Å and
nish at a distane c = 640 Å (See Fig. 4.1). The time step was set
to 0.25 ps for enter-to-enter distanes up to 130 Å and it inreased lin-
early for larger distanes. The translational diusion onstant was alu-
lated aording to the Einstein-Stokes relation (Eq. 2.13) and its value was
D = 0.0185 Å2/ps. The rotational diusion onstant of the GH5 was set to
5.04×10−5 rad2/ps. If GH5 spent more time than thit(rhit)=0.2 ms within
rhit = rmax1 + r
max
2 + r
probe + rmaxatom for all sampled trajetories, the BD run
was trunated (a run typially ontained 10-100 trajetories). This is done to
prevent very long sampling of bound ongurations. The GH5 probe radius
rprobe was assigned to 1.6 Å, the maximum radius of an atom rmaxatom was 1.9
Å, the maximum distane from the enter of mass to the furthest atom rmax2
of the GH5 was 19.9 Å while rmax1 had values depending on the nuleosome
onformations (rmax1 ǫ [77.4, 117.4] Å). The interation energies as well as the
oordinates of the omplexes satisfying the onstraints were reorded.
GH5 was doked to the 13 nuleosome onformations generated by NMA
(Fig. 5.5) separately and for eah system ve dierent runs with dierent
random generators, i.e. dierent starting positions and orientations, were
performed. This assures dierent sampling paths for the GH5 in the ongu-
ration spae. For eah nuleosome struture, 25 000 omplexes were reorded
and the 2500 lowest energy doked omplexes were lustered aording to the
bakbone RMSD between them using the PDPIPE software [129℄. After lus-
tering, the representative of the top ranking luster (with greatest number
of doked omplexes) was designated as the 'doked position'. The distane
of eah residue to either the nDNA or lDNA in the ongurations generated
in the BD simulations was monitored. The atoms Nζ and Cβ on Lys and
Arg, respetively, were hosen for the distane alulation, whereas Cβ (Ala,
Val) and Cγ (Leu) were used for the hydrophobi residues. For eah residue,
its binding strength to nDNA and/or lDNA was desribed by weight fators
dened by
ωn =
NnDNA
〈d〉nDNA
, ωl =
N lDNA
〈d〉lDNA



5.3
where NnDNA and N lDNA give the number of omplexes (out of 2500) for
whih a ertain residue is lose (less than 15 Å) to the nDNA or lDNA,
respetively, while 〈d〉 is the average distane of the residue to either nDNA
or lDNA. The maximum possible value of ω was 1093.5 (1/Å) for d = 2.29
Å.
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5.6 Struture of the nuleosome-linker histone
GH5
In 8 out of the 13 onformations, the simulations revealed a single binding
mode in whih GH5 binds approximately one helial turn away from the dyad
point, lose to lDNA1 (Fig. 5.9). For these onformations, with geometry
dened by α ǫ [55.7, 71.4], β ǫ [63.9, 92.2] and A ǫ [468, 749] Å2 (Fig. 5.6 and
Table 5.1), the RMSD of GH5 from its doked position on the 70 onformation
is within 6 Å (Fig. 5.10). GH5 approahes the nDNA with helix 3, ontaining
residues R47, K69, R73 and R74 (the K69site), and lDNA1 with the residues
R42, R94 and K97 (the R42site). The third harged site, ontaining K52,
K55 and K59 (the K59site), does not ontat the nuleosome (Fig. 5.9).
Although, residues K85 and K40 are situated on loops on both sides of the
R42site they annot be assigned to any of the proposed sites. The urves
NK69site and NR42site in Fig. 5.10 give the number (in perentage) of doked
omplexes, for whih the orresponding sites K69site and R42site are within
6 Å to nDNA and lDNA, respetively. The distane is averaged over the
distanes of the residues omprising the relevant site. Hene, NK69site and
NR42site are measures for the orientation of the GH5 with respet to the
nuleosome. For the extreme onformation in the 7th mode (76), the same
Figure 5.9: The doked position of GH5 (blue) on the nuleosome (red) shown
with 13 superimposed onformations generated by NMA (left). The harged sites
on GH5: K69site (orange), R42site (green) and K59site (grey) and the hydrophobi
residue Val87 (yellow).
two sites on GH5 ontat the DNA, but the ontats are dierent, i.e. the
R42site ontats the nDNA and the K69site ontats lDNA2 (Fig. 5.10),
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similar to the doking mode proposed by Zhou et al. [27℄ and Bharath et
al. [29℄. For onformations 82 and 83, the GH5 also binds loser to lDNA2
than to lDNA1, but ontats lDNA2 with the R42site. Sine 8−2 and 8−3 are
losed nuleosome onformations (area A < 200 Å2) in whih the dyad point
is not freely aessible to the GH5, the doked positions are outside rather
than in between the lDNAs.
To identify the residues most important for binding and to ompare them
with experimental data, saled weight fators (averaged over the ongura-
tions with RMSD < 6 Å, see Fig. 5.10) were plotted against the inverse FRAP
half-time t1/2 for reovery [17℄ (Fig. 5.11). Both, the weight fator and the
FRAP half-time are indiators of binding strength, but there is no diret
relation between them. One an, however, observe a qualitative agreement
between omputation and experiment. Not only do the two predited bind-
ing sites (K69site and R42site) agree with experimental data, but both the
simulation and the experiment show that Lys69 ontributes most to binding
whereas Lys59 ontributes least. The simulation slightly overestimates the
binding strength for Arg94 and Lys85.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of the dok-
ing modes to the 13 nuleosome on-
formations showing the RMSD of the
doked positions of GH5 from that to
the 70 onformation of the nuleosome
(red), the perentage of doked ong-
urations in whih the K69site (blue) or
the R42site (green) is within 6 Å of the
nuleosome either to nDNA or lDNA,
respetively.
Figure 5.11: Weight fator (omputed
from simulations) versus the experi-
mentally measured FRAP inverse half-
time for reovery. The positions of the
12 positive and 10 hydrophobi residues
(not plotted) on the surfae of GH5
with respet to the nuleosome were
quantied by weight fators ωn and ωl,
whih are indiators of binding strength
to the nuleosomal DNA (nDNA) and
lDNAs, respetively
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Hydrophobi interation energy
The hydrophobi loop ontaining Val87 lies between the nDNA and lDNA1
(Fig. 5.9). This loop ould interat with the AT-rih lDNA [30℄ and, by
means of short-range hydrophobi interations, failitate small readjustments
of the GH5-nuleosome enounter omplex to form the fully bound omplex.
The hydrophobi residues Leu66, Leu70, Ala77 and Ala78 belong to helix 3,
whih has been identied as binding to the nuleosomal DNA [17℄. Val87
and Ala89 together with Lys85 belong to the loop between the beta sheets
and struturally this loop appears between the two binding sites, K69site
and R42site (Fig. 5.12). It is seen that the hydrophobi residues have less
Figure 5.12: Saled weight
fators for the positive
(blue) residues and for all
25 hydrophobi residues
(red) of GH5 are plotted for
binding to nDNA (ordinate)
and lDNA (absissa). The
inset shows the loation of
the residues on the surfae
of GH5.
binding strength than the positive residues on K69site and R42site. In or-
der to identify the ontribution of the hydrophobi residues to the doked
position of GH5 obtained we omputed the hydrophobi interation energy
between the GH5 and a hydrophobi probe ('DRY' probe) using the program
GRID [130132℄. Sine it is thought that the hydrophobi eet arises due to
water rearrangements in the hydration shell, the water entropy is taken into
aount for omputing the hydrophobi interation energy. Moleule GH5
is represented by grid points and for eah point the hydrophobi interation
energy is omputed. It is given by three terms
Ehydro = EWENT + ELJ − EHB,



5.4
where EWENT is a favourable entropi ontribution to the free energy of water,
whih is assumed to have the same magnitude for the hydration shell not par-
tiipating in the interations, whereas ELJ and EHB desribe the favourable
Lennard-Jones and unfavourable hydrogen bonding (due to the polar atoms
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on the surfae) interations, respetively. The most favourable value of the
hydrophobi interation energy was -1.93 kal/mol around residues Leu66
and Leu70. A favourable hydrophobi region was also learly seen around
Val87 at an interation energy of -1.45 kal/mol (Fig. 5.13). It lies adjaent
Figure 5.13: Hydrophobi bind-
ing sites on GH5 identied us-
ing the program GRID [130
132℄. GH5 (green artoon) is
shown with its van der Waals sur-
fae (green mesh) and hydropho-
bi regions (yellow) with intera-
tion energy more favorable than
-0.5 kal/mol for a hydropho-
bi probe, the 'DRY' probe (yel-
low). The residues near the
hydrophobi regions are labelled.
The gure was made with Pymol
(www.pymol.org).
to a loop whih was onsidered as a separate binding site interating with
AT nuleotides in the major groove of lDNA by Cui and Zhurkin [30℄. These
authors laimed rstly, that an AT-rih lDNA failitates LH binding and, se-
ondly, that the hydrophobi interations between the Val87 loop and the AT
nuleotides lead to bending of the lDNA. Our results are in agreement with
this statement. The GH5 preferably ontats the lDNA1 (10 bp), whih has
6 A or T nuleotides in ontrast to only 2 on the lDNA2, and NMA showed
that the lDNA1 is more exible than lDNA2 and the reason ould be the
presene of more AT nuleotides. However, our BD doking proedure iden-
tied the enounter omplex based only on eletrostati interations between
moleules and this primary, initial interation involved the harged binding
sites, K69site and R42site, on the GH5. Due to short-range hydrophobi in-
terations, a subsequent seond interation of GH5 might involve the Val87
loop, whih ould turn into the major groove of lDNA1 as suggested by Cui
and Zhurkin [30℄. Suh an interation with its aompanying onformational
relaxation requires higher resolution modeling with treatment of onforma-
tional exibility, e.g. by atomi detail Moleular Dynamis (MD). This will
be presented in Chapter. 9.
The dominant BD doking mode is thus onsistent with the models pro-
posed by Brown et al. [17℄ and Cui et al. [30℄ using FRAP and sequene
analysis, respetively, but diers from other proposed models [2729℄.
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NMA of the nuleosome-linker histone omplex
We next addressed the question of how H5 tunes nuleosomal DNA aes-
sibility by performing a NMA of the nuleosome with GH5 doked to it in
the position obtained from the BD simulations (Table 5.2) and omparing
the motions of the lDNAs in the NMA with and without GH5 (Fig. 5.14).
GH5 inuenes the way both lDNAs move. For lDNA2, the diagonal pattern
indiates similar motion
2
between neighboring modes, whereas the modes
of lDNA1 have dierent diretions in the presene and absene of GH5
(Fig. 5.14). The motion of lDNA1 is more suppressed by GH5 than lDNA2
as indiated by the distane d1 between the dyad point and the end of lDNA1
in Fig. 5.15. Zlatanova et al. [70℄ proposed that GH5 binds lose to one of
Table 5.2: Values of the geometri parameters for eah nuleosome onformation
generated by NMA for the (tNCP+GH5) omplex.
Conformation α, deg ζ, deg A, Å2 β, deg d1, Å d2, Å d3, Å γ1, deg γ2, deg
70 71.44 70.76 468.40 92.31 40.34 23.24 47.36 14.57 2.65
71 58.67 55.97 462.61 71.62 40.01 24.37 39.75 13.39 17.25
72 47.00 46.18 522.15 59.63 39.75 30.45 35.82 12.25 28.36
73 37.37 41.36 622.35 55.11 39.56 38.36 36.06 11.22 35.52
74 30.03 39.58 733.22 53.86 39.43 46.05 39.16 10.33 39.83
75 24.85 39.20 832.88 53.76 39.36 52.47 43.14 9.63 42.36
76 19.99 39.43 946.05 54.14 39.30 59.40 48.35 8.90 44.38
8
−3 97.56 94.27 433.76 105.83 36.13 24.96 49.19 19.76 6.77
8
−2 90.50 88.12 426.43 102.23 35.80 24.38 47.39 18.89 5.52
8
−1 81.51 80.06 438.43 97.46 37.17 23.79 46.66 17.20 4.12
80 71.44 70.76 468.40 92.31 40.34 23.24 47.36 14.57 2.65
81 61.76 61.55 510.60 87.61 44.93 22.75 49.51 11.35 1.20
82 53.71 53.71 558.32 83.71 50.28 22.34 52.74 8.16 0.42
83 47.70 47.77 605.86 80.67 55.74 22.03 56.52 5.46 1.57
the lDNAs while the C-terminal domain ats as a bridge between the lD-
NAs and thus loks the nuleosomal gate and shuts down DNA transription
and repliation. Our models suggest that, due to the spontaneous aessi-
bility of the DNA [133℄, H5 ould rst bind strongly to the nuleosome in
the dominant position identied here (see Fig. 5.9) and seondly its globu-
lar and C-terminal domains ould bring the lDNAs together and H5 would
remain bound for a long time beause the lDNA motion is suppressed. In
our model, the binding of H5 depends not only on the interations with the
nuleosome, but also on the geometry and sequene of the lDNAs. The nu-
leosome is asymmetri with respet to the lDNAs and so is the binding of
2
The motion is similar for an average angle between the modes of 0-45 and 135-180
degrees, while it is dissimilar for an angle between 45 and 90 degrees.
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GH5
Figure 5.14: Comparison of the
eigenvetors of modes 7-20 of
lDNA1 (up) and lDNA2 (down)
omputed for the nuleosome with
(absissa) and without (ordinate)
GH5 doked.
GH5, even though LH binding has been modeled as symmetri in several
studies [22, 76, 76, 77, 80℄. In the dominant binding mode, GH5 binds to
lDNA1, but, in the open 76, 82 and 83 onformations, GH5 binds to lDNA2,
even though lDNA1 is aessible. This suggests that GH5 binding to lDNA1
favors the more ompat form of hromatin whereas binding to lDNA2 tends
to prevent hromatin ber ompation. The present models provide the ba-
sis for future studies/MD simulations (see Chapter. 9) with a more detailed
treatment of onformational exibility to investigate indued t upon LH-
nuleosome binding.
Figure 5.15: The distane d1 be-
tween the dyad point and lDNA1
with (blue) and without (red) GH5
doked for modes 7 and 8.
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5.7 Summary and impliations to hromatin ber
In this hapter, we identied the nuleosome-globular domain of linker his-
tone H5 struture (hromatosome partile) by extensive Brownian Dynamis
(BD) simulations ombined with Normal Mode Analysis (NMA). The linker
DNAs (lDNAs), 10 bp eah, exhibited the most pronouned onformational
hanges obtained by the NMA and, based on these onformations, the GH5
was doked to the nuleosome by BD in order to nd out the diusional en-
ounter omplex. A dominant binding mode of GH5 with respet to the nu-
leosome, plaed asymmetrially one helial turn away from the dyad point
lose to lDNA1, was found for 8 nuleosome onformations. Two binding
sites of GH5, the K69site (R47, K69, R73, R74) and R42site (R42, K97,
R94), binding to the nuleosomal DNA (nDNA) and lDNA1, respetively,
were revealed. Residue K69 was found to ontribute most to binding, while
K59 least. All these ndings are in agreement with an experimental FRAP
study [94℄. The other 5 extreme onformations of the nuleosome showed
dierent GH5 binding modes with the most open strutures (76, 82 and 83)
having GH5 bound to lDNA2.
The obtained hromatosome strutures an ontribute dierently to the
formation of higher-order hromatin ber. Reently, experimental eletron
mirosopy (EM) and theoretial Monte Carlo study [58℄ reported that hro-
matin ber an exist in a heteromorphi state, i.e. simultaneously having
zig-zag and solenoidally onneted nuleosomes. It was argued that the tran-
sition between these states is tuned by the presene of linker histones and
divalent ions; the former forming a tight zig-zag struture [58℄. In addition,
the Monte Carlo simulations showed that the linker DNA exibility is an
important issue for the formation of struturally dierent hromatin bers
and the linker DNAs onformations vary signiantly in the presene and ab-
sene of linker histone. This is in aord with our NMA data showing large
linker DNAs utuations. For example, hanging the angle α (Fig. 5.6) an
lead to dierent intersetion points between lDNA1 and lDNA2 and, hene if
extended, to dierent linker lengths. Another EM study [85℄ showed that the
hromatin ompation for 167 bp and 197 bp (the most ommon in nature)
of nuleosome repeat length (NRL) has small and high dependene on H5
(0.5 and 1 H5 per nuleosome), respetively. The authors laimed that the
'30 nm' ber is an ordered interdigitated solenoid struture with NRL > 177
bp [56℄, whereas the 167 bp NRL ber is a zig-zag struture in the presene of
H5 [85℄. The ompation of hromatin ber by the presene of linker histone
has been also onrmed by FRET data [18℄ as well as by theoretial mod-
els [22, 76, 77, 79℄. The dynami nature of hromatin [55℄ implies that DNA
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takes dierent onformations and interats in dynami fashion with DNA
binding proteins [89℄. The wrapping and unwrapping of DNA [6, 122, 134℄
from the nuleosome is a way by whih other proteins an gain aess to its
geneti information.
In regard to all these studies, our modelling of dierent nuleosome onfor-
mations with a linker histone bound an shed more light into the ompation
of a '30 nm' hromatin ber. The dominant binding mode found might on-
tribute to a more ompat hromatin ber, while the modelled omplexes
with the most open nuleosome onformations might be relevant for a loose
hromatin ber.
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6
Brownian Dynamis doking of the
linker histone mutants to the
nuleosome
Proteins an be mutated, i.e. one or several residues an be substituted by
other residue(s) or hemial group(s), and useful information an be gath-
ered about their funtion, possible reations with other biomoleular speies
and strutural hanges. In living ells, the mutational proess appears natu-
rally, for example, somati hypermutation is a proess related to the immune
system funtion [135℄.
In this hapter, the eet of linker histone GH5 mutants on the bind-
ing mode of GH5 as well as on the tNCP-GH5 struture is investigated by
Brownian Dynamis simulation arried out with the SDA4C program. A
linker histone with replaed single or multiple residues will be referred to as
a mutant.
6.1 Mutants
Mutants were modelled to GH5 by replaing one or several residues with
Pymol [136℄. In total 25 dierent strutures of GH5 were obtained (see
Table 6.1) inluding the wild type (WT) linker histone GH5. The stru-
tures with several residues mutated at one (S1S2, SITE1, SITE2) follow
the Brown et al. [17℄ notation, i.e. all are mutated to alanine (Ala) as S1S2
(K69A, K73A, K85A, K40A, R42A, K52A, R94A), SITE1 (K69A, K73A,
K85A) and SITE2 (K40A, R42A, K52A, R94A). The mutant 6ALA repre-
sents simultaneous mutations to Ala of residues K40, R42, K52, K69, R74
and K85. Most of the mutations replae positively harged residues with ei-
ther neutral or negative residues. The linker histone mutants were prepared
for a BD simulation using the proedure desribed in Chapter 5. The net
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Table 6.1: Mutated strutures of the GH5. The mutants S1S2, SITE1, SITE2
and 6ALA inlude multiple residue mutations to Ala.
R94A D65K H25E K40A K52A
K55A K55DD65K K55E K59A K69A
K82V K85A K97A R42A R42E
R47A R47E R73A R73E R74A
Multiple S1S2 SITE1 SITE2 6ALA
mutations K40, R42, K52, K69, K69, R73, K40, R42, K40, R42, K52,
to Ala R73, K85, R94 K85 K52, R94 K69, R74, K85
formal harge for the mutants varied between +5e and +13e. Brownian Dy-
namis doking was performed with the same riteria as for the wild type
(WT) GH5. Eah of the linker histone mutants was doked to the 13 nu-
leosome onformations generated by NMA separately and, for eah system,
ve dierent runs with dierent random generators, i.e. dierent starting
positions and orientations, were performed. In total, 1625 simulations were
arried out.
6.2 BD doking and analysis of the results
Two main binding sites, K69site (on helix 3) and R42site (on loop 1 and
beta sheet loop) on the WT linker histone have already been identied in
Chapter 5, but the ontribution of eah residue to binding depends on the nu-
leosome onformation and whether suh ontributions are additive remained
unlear. Brown et al. [17℄ ombined systemati mutagenesis on murine H1
0
linker histone variant in vivo using FRAP, and based on the experimental re-
sults, proposed a model for the hromatosome partile. Our data on the WT
linker histone agree with the proposed two binding sites and their orientation
with respet to the nuleosome by Brown et al. [17℄. We have found that for
8 nuleosome onformations (70 → 76, 8−1 → 81) WT binds approximately
one helial turn away from the dyad axis lose to lDNA1 (see Fig. 5.9), while
for the other open onformations (76, 82, 83) WT binds lose to lDNA2 with
a dierent orientation. Here, by introduing mutations to the struture of
GH5, we try to shed more light onto the linker histone nuleosome intera-
tions.
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6.2.1 Nuleosome-linker histone omplexes
The dominant doking position of WT GH5 to the nuleosome was used
as a referene struture and the doked representative of all mutants was
ompared to it (Fig. 6.1 and Fig 6.2). The plots provide information about
i) the position of eah doked mutant to the dominant WT binding mode
expressed by the RMSD (red line), and, ii) the auray of this position
expressed by the perentage of doked mutants N% (out of 2500) (blue line)
for whih the RMSD of their representative was alulated. We use the
following notations (shemes) for desribing how muh the doked mutants
dier from the WT data
 If RMSD ǫ [0,15℄ Å


N% ǫ [80, 100] → alike
N% ǫ [60, 80] → mathing
N% ǫ [40, 60] → omparable
 If RMSD ǫ [15,30℄ Å
{
N% ǫ [60, 100] → proximate
N% ǫ [40, 60] → intermediate
 If RMSD ǫ [30,100℄ Å
{
N% ǫ [40, 100] → distint
 If RMSD ǫ [0,100℄ Å
{
N% ǫ [0, 40] → undened.
The 'undened ' notation means that the solution plotted does not represent
statistially all the omplexes obtained and more detailed analysis of the
other oupany lusters is needed. The two notations intermediate and
distint are of interest as well, beause they dier signiantly from the
established dominant WT binding mode.
In Fig. 6.1 results are given for all nuleosome onformations of mode
7 exept for onformation 73, whih has similar features to 72. General
inspetion of the plot (Fig. 6.1) shows that most of the single mutations do
not ontribute to a signiant displaement from the WT dominant binding
mode apart from the extreme 76. The mutants displaying a distint binding
mode are K40A and R73E in onformation 70, SITE1 in 71, R73A in 74,
R73A, SITE1 in 75 and K55DD65K, K82V, R73A and S1S2 in 76. Apart from
the mode 76, whih was onsidered as a metastable onformation in regard
to hromatin ber ompation, the other onformations lead to a ompletely
dierent diusional enounter omplex only for one (71, 74), two (70, 75) or
zero (72, 73) mutants. Mutant SITE1 onsists of multiple mutations and
its deviation in 71 and 75 is understandable. Sine the deviation for K40A
appears only in 70 and K40 was onsidered as nonbinding we will not disuss
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6.2. BD DOCKING AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
its ontribution in detail. The urves of the single mutants indiate that
neutral or negative mutations of R73 (belonging to helix 3) aet the nal
position of GH5. This means that residue R73 might ontribute signiantly
to binding of GH5 to the nuleosome for 74 and 75. Worth mentioning is also
that neutral mutation of R73A is implemented in the SITE1 and S1S2, while
SITE2 and 6ALA do not inlude it.
Next level of omplexes, whih deviate from the WT are the intermedi-
ate ones. The mutants falling into this group are D65K, K55DD65K, R94A,
S1S2, 6ALA in 70, R47E, SITE2 in 71, SITE1 in 72, R73E, S1S2, SITE1 in
74, SITE2 in 75 and K52A in 76. Again, for every nuleosome onforma-
tion, apart from 76, there are multiple mutations exhibiting dierent binding
modes. This is not as surprising as the stability of the single mutants to the
WT dominant binding mode. We do not observe even a single mutant whih
has a lear deviation from the WT in 70 position for all nuleosome onforma-
tions of mode 7. This may imply that single mutations are not suient to
alter the position of the linker histone with respet to the nuleosome. This
ould be related to the experimental study of An et al. [95℄, who showed a
unaeted binding position of the linker histone in presene and absene of
N-terminal histone tails. In both ases, experiment and simulation, there is
a redution of the eletrostati interation energy between the nuleosome
and the linker histone. However, in the experiment, this redution is aused
by harged sites on the nuleosome, while in the simulation the harged sites
are on the linker histone. Although the magnitude of redution is dierent,
the experimental observation ould have an equivalent eet for the binding
position of single mutants, i.e. they remain lose to the WT dominant posi-
tion. On the other hand, the multiple mutations display a rue pattern on
the plots for all the onformations suggesting their important role in linker
histone binding. The third important group onsists of residues belonging
to the undened lass. These are K69A in 71, S1S2 in 75, K40A, K55A and
K59A in 76. Inspetion of the other luster representatives of K69A in 71
show that K69A binds in the mirror position of the WT, i.e. lose to lDNA2.
Similar behaviour is observed for S1S2 in 75 as well. Overall, the plots of
mode 7 mainly give insights into the positional distribution of the BD doked
mutants with respet to the dominant position of the WT. Apart from the
multiple mutants, single mutations of residues R73, K40, D65, R94, K52,
K69, K55 and K59 give slight hange in the GH5 position only for some on-
formations. In general, the single mutations do not hange signiantly the
position of the diusional enounter omplex, whih remains alike only for
the intermediate onformations 72, 73, 74 and 75. Upon a more detailed look
one an distinguish onformations 72 and 73 having the 'smoothest' pattern
among the others. This observation would imply that the onformations 72
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6.2. BD DOCKING AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The pattern of the mutant's positions for mode 8 (Fig. 6.2) indiates
more irregular urves. Even the onformations 8−1 and 81, whih have a
dominant binding mode of WT, show onsiderable deviations for some of
the mutants. The mutants belonging to the distint group are K82V, R42E,
R73A, S1S2 and 6ALA in 8−1, K69A and R73E in 81. Intermediate binding
mode have K85A, R94A in 8−1, R42E, R94A and 6ALA in 81. Both the
distint and intermediate positions of the mutants suggest that in mode 8
single mutations of the residues onstituting the binding sites K69site and
R42site also ontribute to the observed deviations. We will not disuss in
detail the deviations for the other onformations in mode 8, beause the
WT study showed that they have dierent impliations on the linker histone
binding. The interesting point here is that only onformation 81 depits a
pattern similar to the onformations 71, 72, 73, 74 and 75 with exeption of
K82V and R42E. This means that only these onformations might lead to
a stable nuleosome-linker histone omplex, while the others ould lead to a
metastable omplex depending on the level of lDNA opening.
6.2.2 Dynamis
The positional distribution of the mutant omplexes with respet to the WT
dominant binding mode examined in the previous Setion 6.2.1 does not give
any information on the dynamis of the enounter omplex formation. Here,
we will partially reveal some aspets of it through the residene time per
trajetory tres. This is the simulation time spent of a partile within distane
windows of 1 Å up to 150 Å. Although, it was proposed that the nuleosome
onformations 72, 73 and 81 are perhaps the most robust for linker histone
binding, we will still keep to the equilibrium onformation 70 as a referene
struture. The average (over 5 random generators) residene time tres per
trajetory in 1 Å slab for all mutants and onformations is given in Fig. 6.3.
It is learly seen that the linker histone spends most of its diusional time
in a trajetory at a enter-to-enter distane d ∼61-63 Å. The WT linker
histone binds to the nuleosome (Se. 5.6) at a separation lose to this value
for all nuleosome onformations. In Fig. 6.3 we see similar behaviour for the
mutants as well, suggesting that all they form a diusional enounter omplex
at the nuleosomal DNA (nDNA) in the plane of the nuleosome (xy in
Fig. 5.6). However, the value of tres at∼ 60 Å spans approximately two orders
of magnitude for all mutants. This would imply that the interations lose to
the nuleosome are not so favourable with respet to the dynamis for some of
the mutants. In addition, the plot depits a pronouned wing on the left peak
side proposing that some mutants spend time at distanes in the range 30−55
Å. Suh positions of the linker histone mutants are denitely not between
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Figure 6.4: Residene time tres per
trajetory vs d for nuleosome onfor-
mation 70. Highlighted are the urves
for D65K (blak), S1S2 (yan), 6ALA
(magenta), SITE1 (green) and SITE2
(blue).
the linker DNAs where a 'stem' struture forms [71℄. Apparently, these
mutants appear to bind either below or above the ore body of the nuleosome
(z axis in Fig. 5.6), whih is more positively harged due to the histone
otamer [137℄. Suh binding of the WT linker histone, however, does not
fall into the 'stem' piture [32℄, although a model based on a photoativable
ross-linking data proposed an asymmetri position of the GH5 inside the
gyres of the nDNA and lDNA [138℄. Therefore, the time spent in this area
an be attributed either to a formation of a unfavourable enounter omplex
of mutants having redued positive harge or to a metastable loal minimum
along the diusional path of the partile to its enounter omplex positions
identied in Setion 6.2.1.
Figure 6.4 shows the same plot, but only for 70 nuleosome onformation.
The urve shape for the other onformations does not show signiant dif-
ferene. On the graph highlighted are the time distributions for the mutants
D65K, S1S2, SITE1, SITE2 and 6ALA. Seven simultaneous single mutations
of S1S2 (Table 6.1) redue dramatially its residene time in the range 40−80
Å. Similar behaviour is observed for 6AlA and SITE1, whereas SITE2 follows
the WT distribution. The main dierene between 6ALA and S1S2 (apart
from R74A and R73A mutations, respetively) is the mutation of R94A in
S1S2, whih dereases the residene time of the latter. In blak D65K shows
a deviation from the urves in the range 35 − 40 Å, but have the highest
peak among all the mutants. Sine residue Asp65 is not diretly exposed to
the surfae of the GH5, but it is direted towards Lys55 [17℄, replaement of
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its negative harge to positive would result in a eletrostati repulsive inter-
ation between K55 and K65. To avoid this we modeled K65 pointing out
from the GH5 surfae. In suh a way D65K an atively partiipate in the
tNCP-GH5 interations around 60 Å rather than between 30− 40 Å.
In order to ompare qualitatively theory with experiment, the residene
times obtained by the simulations (Fig. 6.5) and by the FRAP data [17℄
(Fig. 6.6) were plotted. The rst piture gives the total average residene
Figure 6.5: Total residene time per
trajetory up to 100 Å (ordinate) and
60 Å (absissa) interpartile distane.
Figure 6.6: FRAP time at 80% reov-
ery (ordinate) versus 50% reovery (ab-
sissa). Data from Brown et.al. [94℄
times per trajetory up to distanes 100 Å (y axis) and 60 Å (x axis), while
the seond piture depits the experimental FRAP reovery time for 80%
(y axis) and 50% (x axis) [94℄. The times for S1S2, SITE1, SITE2 and
6ALA are very short and qualitatively agree with experiment and are not
shown. The experimental time is related to the distane, whih a mutant
with attahed green uoresent protein (GFP) diuses through, in order
to over the photobleahed region. Slow uoresene reovery would mean
short passage distane and long time, i.e. the mutant stays losely bound
to the nuleosome. In a similar way, the simulation residene time gives in-
formation on the strength of the attrative interations within a spherial
surfae around the enter of the nuleosome. However, important to note
is that the time and length sales of the experiment and the simulation dif-
fer onsiderably. Therefore, both plots an be ompared only qualitatively.
Diagonal behaviour of the residene times is observed on both plots. The
experimental WT time is longer than the time for the relevant mutants plot-
ted, whih suggests that all these residue ontribute to binding to a dierent
extent (Fig. 6.6). Only K82V deviates from this behaviour, whih is seen on
both gures. Interestingly, the simulation data are spread on both diretion
around WT in ontrast to the experiment. Completely dierent behaviour
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is observed for R42E, R47E, K52A, D65K and K97A and moderately dier-
ent for K40A, R47A, K55A, K59A, R74A and K55DD65K. The others are
in qualitative agreement with the experiment. The intuitive longer time for
D65K not observed in the experiment has been attributed to the strutural
position of K65 [17℄. The mutant K97A spends more time than the WT up
to 60 Å as well as up to 100 Å. Residue K97 links the GH5 with the basi
C-terminal domain of linker histone H5 and, thus, it should not be in diret
ontat with the nuleosome. Replaement to a neutral residue normally
should lead to a lower anity to binding, whih is not observed for K97A
and K52A. This an suggest that these residues do not ontribute diretly to
binding. It is, however, more surprising the residene time of mutants R47E
and R42E. Suh dramati hange in the residene time indiates that both
residues R47 and R42 favour signiantly the binding proess, although the
mutants R42A and R47A spend less residene time up to 60 Å (Fig. 6.5).
One would expet that addition of negative Glu should lead to repulsion and
not attration between the tNCP and the GH5. The positively harged sur-
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Figure 6.7: Residene
time tres per traje-
tory (ordinate) versus
enter-to-enter dis-
tane d (absissa) for
the WT and mutants
R42E, R47E, K52A,
K97A. These mutants
show deviation from
the experimental data
(Fig. 6.5)
fae of the nuleosome histone ores might attrat both mutants and this an
inrease their residene times lose to the tNCP (see Fig. 6.7). It is well seen
that R47E and R42E spend lots of time between 30− 45 Å with R42E hav-
ing a slight peak around 30 Å. This is a lear indiation that these mutants
diuse lose to the positive histone ore. On the other hand, slight bumps
in this area are also seen for K52A and K97A, whih ould be attributed to
the same feature. In experimental onditions in vivo the histone ore surfae
may be sreened by adjaent nuleosomes without having diret ontat with
the aqueous environment.
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6.2.3 Energetis
Another determinant, whih an give insights into the strength of the dif-
fusional enounter omplex is the interation energy between the moleules.
The average eletrostati interation energy of eah mutant for onformation
70 is given in Fig. 6.8. We see that the most unfavourable enounter omplex
is formed by the multiple mutants S1S2, 6ALA, SITE1 and SITE2. On the
other hand, the most favourable omplex is formed by the mutant D65K.
Surprisingly, a mutation from positive to neutral residue (K59A, K52A and
K55A) leads to a slightly lower interation energy than for the WT. This
means that the residues K52, K55 and K59 do not ontribute to binding
in agreement with the FRAP experimental study of Brown et al. [17℄. The
order of the single residues mutated to Ala and displaying ontribution to
binding is K69, R94, R42, R47, K85, R73, K97, R74 and K40. The last
residue K40 has been also assigned to be a nonbinding residue [17℄. The
graph (Fig. 6.8) learly demonstrates that the multiple mutants of seven
(S1S2) and six (6ALA) residues derease substantially the interation energy
in ontrast to the moderate derease by three (SITE1) and four (SITE2)
simultaneous residue mutations. The higher ontribution to binding of only
three residues in SITE1 (K69, R73, K85) than the four in SITE2 (K40, R42,
K52, R94) an be explained by the more important single residues in SITE1,
i.e. the binding site K69site.
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Figure 6.9: Average ele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onformations. Displayed are the en-
ergy pro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The eet of the dierent nuleosome onformations on the eletrostati
interation energy is laid out in Fig. 6.9. In general, 〈Eel〉 shows a deviation
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of maximum 5 kBT for all onformations. The trend observed in Fig. 6.8
for 70 is also onserved for the other nuleosome onformations indiating
the highest interation energies for S1S2 and 6ALA. This implies that the
energetis of the diusional enounter omplexes is not dramatially inu-
ened by the dierent onformational hanges of the linker DNAs. In rst
sight this seems onfusing, but as it was shown in Setions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2
all mutants form diusional enounter omplexes between the linker DNAs
for all nuleosome onformations and this omplex is either symmetri or
asymmetri with respet to the dyad axis. The interation energy omputed
by the eetive harges of the mutant moving on the grid of the nuleosome
should not deviate muh if the mutants are plaed lose to the nDNA and
lDNA at the same time.
6.2.4 Statistis
The binding strength of eah residue either to nDNA or lDNA an be deter-
mined by the weight fators (Eq. 5.3). The inuene of the mutants on the
residue weight fators for 70 is plotted in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11. Residues 69
and 97 are belonging to the binding sites K69site and R42site, respetively,
whereas residue 59 belongs to the nonbinding site on the loop between helix 2
and helix 3 (Fig. 3.3). Residue 85 is on the loop between the beta sheets lose
to the hydrophobi Val87 and, thus, these 4 residues represent the surfae
of the GH5 from dierent perspetives, whih are suient to desribe the
mutational eets on the GH5 orientation with respet to the nuleosome.
The weight fators ωn and ωl were saled to the maximum possible weight
value ωmax, i.e. on the plots 1 and 0 mean high and low binding strengths,
respetively, to either nDNA or lDNA. The points observed on the plots give
the binding strength of a ertain residue (69, 97, 59 and 85 in Fig. 6.10 and
Fig. 6.11) belonging to the labelled mutants either to nDNA (ordinate) or
lDNA (absissa). Only the points deviating from the behaviour observed for
the WT are labelled. For example, residue 69 (Lys in WT) binds prefer-
ably to the nDNA with high strength in most of the mutant BD simulations
exept for the multiple S1S2, SITE1 and 6ALA and some single mutations
like R42E, R42A, R47E, R94A, K69A. The mutant K69A redues twie the
binding strength to the nDNA, but inreases it slightly to the linker DNA.
On the other hand, the mutations S1S2, R73E, 6ALA and R42E shift the
K69site towards lDNA, R42site together with residue 85 to the solvent, while
K59site ontats the nuleosomal DNA for S1S2 and R42E (see Fig. 6.10 and
Fig. 6.11). However, mutation of R42 to Ala does not display suh a distin-
guishable eet on the GH5 orientation. Similar behaviour is observed
also for the R47E, whih rotates K69site to the solvent with K59site and
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Figure 6.10: Saled weight fa-
tors for residues 69 (upper) and
97 (down) for onformation 70
alulated for dierent doked
mutants.
R42site binding simultaneously to lDNA. This suggests that single mutation
to glutami aid (E) on important residues for binding (see Fig. 5.11) an
lead to a dramati orientational hange of GH5 with respet to the nuleo-
some, whereas the replaement of positive to neutral alanine is not suient
to overome the positive potential eld of the surrounding residues in order
to indue a large displaement from the WT position. Single mutants to Ala
showing slight inuene on the GH5 sites are R42, R94, K69, R42, K97, R47,
K85, K40 and K55. The latter three are seen in the plot of residue 85, whih
spreads mainly on the lDNA site. All these residues have been onsidered to
ontribute signiantly to binding in the experimental and our WT BD sim-
ulation studies [17℄ (Fig. 5.11) with exeption of K40 and K55. The mutants
K40A and K55A only reorient the K85 loop between lDNA and nDNA, but
do not hange the main binding sites.
So far we have disussed the eet of the mutants on the enounter om-
plex formed at nuleosome onformation 70. In order to quantify the binding
strength at dierent nuleosome onformations, we plotted the saled weight
fators for the mutants K69A, K97A, K59A, and S1S2 (Fig. ??, Fig. 6.13,
Fig. 6.14). Sine the weight fator desribes binding strength of a ertain
residue, we used the residues 69, 97 and 59 as a representatives for eah site
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Figure 6.11: Saled weight fa-
tors for residues 59 (upper) and
85 (down) for onformation 70
alulated for dierent doked
mutants.
on the surfae of GH5. Thus, eah plot gives the binding strength of the
residue to all of the nuleosome onformations for a given mutant. At the
plaes where point lusters are formed, the labelling is not important beause
the result does not deviate from the equilibrium onformation 70. For K69A
residue Ala69 prefers to bind to nDNA for most of the onformations, but
for the open onformations 76, 81, 82, 83 K69site is direted to the lDNA
(Fig. ??). On the other hand, Lys97 stays lose to the lDNA as proposed
by the WT doking and only for 76 and 82 turns to the nDNA. Residue K59
remains exposed to the solvent for all onformations. This means that K69A
aets mainly K69site position only for the more open onformations, i.e.
this mutation ats loally, and brings a global hange for 76. Mutant K97A
shows deviation from the dominant WT binding mode for the losed onfor-
mations 8−2 and 8−3, whih shift the R42site to the solvent and K69site to
the lDNA (Fig. 6.13). Interestingly, for the most open onformation of mode
8, 82 and 83, R42site and K59site exhange their role for binding to lDNA.
Mutant K59A also brings an orientational exhange, but between K69site
and R42site ontating lDNA and nDNA, respetively, for the extreme open
onformations 76, 82 and 83 and the losed for mode 8 (Fig. 6.13). The data
for the single mutations suggest that the mutants slightly redue the binding
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Figure 6.12: Saled
weight fators for the
mutant K69A expressed
by one residue from eah
site on GH5 (K69site,
R42site, K59site). Eah
point represents dierent
nuleosome onforma-
tion.
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strength of GH5, but does not hange its orientation for the most of the
nuleosome onformations. Orientational hange upon mutation is observed
mainly for the extreme onformations of both modes. Mutation of seven
Figure 6.13: Saled weight fators for the mutants K59A (left) and K97A (right)
given by one residue from eah site on GH5 (K69site, R42site, K59site). Eah point
represents dierent nuleosome onformation.
residues in S1S2 leads to a derease in the binding strength for all onforma-
tions (Fig. 6.14). In S1S2 two residues in the K69site (K69, R73) and two
in the R42site (R42, R94) are replaed by Ala. However, the K69site still
72
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binds either to the nDNA or lDNA, whereas R42site appears to be nonbind-
ing in ontrast to K59site. Thus, residue K97 itself annot keep R42site in
the dominant binding mode position, but residues R47 and R74 are suient
for having K69site bound. In general, the way the multiple mutants appear
Figure 6.14: Saled weight fators for the multiple mutant S1S2 expressed by one
residue from eah site on the GH5. Eah point represents dierent nuleosome
onformations. The range of the plots is [0.8,0.8℄.
to ontat the nuleosome does not follow any systemati pattern regarding
the nuleosome onformations. The highly redued harge on the surfae of
GH5 makes it easier for the GH5 to sample more onformations in the on-
guration spae around the nuleosome rather than to be quikly attrated
by the negative harge on the DNA.
6.3 Summary
In this hapter, we investigated i) the mutational eets and ii) onforma-
tional hanges of the nuleosome on the binding mode of the GH5. For the
analysis, we followed a top-bottom approah. Firstly, we looked at the po-
sitional distribution of the mutants with respet to the dominant binding
mode of the WT linker histone for all nuleosome onformations. We used a
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detailed lassiation sheme for the highest doked representative for eah
mutant giving a general piture for the diusional enounter omplexes. It
was shown that the multiple mutations ontribute signiantly to the dif-
ferent omplexes formed, while the single mutants displayed harateristis
similar to the dominant binding mode for onformations 72 → 75 and 81. If
one assumed that the single mutants annot hange signiantly the bind-
ing mode then this observation would suggest that the onformations 72, 73
and 81 are the most favourable for the linker histone binding. This is also
in agreement with the literature, where the rystal struture of the equilib-
rium onformation 70 has been resolved without the presene of the linker
histone [4℄.
Seond, the dynamis of the enounter omplex formation was represented
by the residene time per trajetory within a ertain interpartile distane.
The simulation data were ompared qualitatively with the FRAP experi-
ment [17℄ and agreed for most of the mutants. However, the mutants R47E
and R42E showed longer residene time than the WT, whih was attributed
to binding lose to the positively harged histone ore. In experimental on-
ditions the histone ore surfae might be sreened due to the presene of
adjaent nuleosomes and, thus, preventing a lose ontat between R47E,
R42E and the nuleosome.
Third, the eletrostati interation energy revealed the order of the residues
stabilizing the enounter omplex and pointed out the small energeti devi-
ations for all nuleosome onformations. The ndings are in agreement with
the FRAP experimental data of Brown et.al. [17℄.
Fourth, zooming into a ner sale of the diusional enounter omplexes
the ontribution of eah positive residue on the surfae of GH5 to binding
was quantied by weight fators, whih are indiators for binding strength.
The data showed that the single mutants of positive residues redue slightly
the binding strength to the nuleosome and indue an orientational hange
for the extreme onformations. The multiple mutants inuene signiantly
the binding mode and a logial trend between all nuleosome onformations
annot be dedued.
In summary, the eet of mutations on the binding mode of GH5 is not
additive, i.e. the ontribution of multiple mutations to binding is not equal to
the sum of the ontributions of eah single mutant. Single mutants annot
hange dramatially the binding position of GH5, but they an indue an
orientational hange in the diusional enounter. The dominant binding
position is onserved for most of the nuleosome onformations in mode 7,
while in mode 8 only 81 shows similar harateristis to the results in mode 7.
The residues belonging to K69site showed a slightly higher binding strength
than the residues onstituting the R42site.
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Assoiation rates of GH5 to the
nuleosome by Brownian Dynamis
The formation of biologial omplexes between proteins, proteins and small
moleules, and proteins and nulei aids is ritial to many biologial pro-
esses, inluding ell signaling, gene transription, enzyme atalysis, and the
immune response. Moleular assoiation is governed by both the kineti and
the thermodynami properties of the moleules and of the medium in whih
they are immersed. Inside a ell, the medium is paked with a wide variety
of dierent moleules and is onsidered to be rowded. Biomaromoleular
omplexes vary widely in their anities and lifetimes, ranging from obli-
gate and permanent to transient and short-lived omplexes. In this hapter,
only bimoleular assoiation to form a transient omplex will be onsidered.
Complexation is usually haraterized in terms of anity, as weak (and loose)
or strong (and tight). The variation in anity is often largely determined
by the variation in dissoiation rate. Assoiation rates an, however, also
vary over many orders of magnitude between omplexes and an be riti-
al in the biologial ontext. For example, the snake toxin fasiulin must
not only strongly inhibit aetylholinesterase (an enzyme that is ritial to
neural transmission) but also reah its target quikly [139℄. Similarly, the
intraellular inhibitor barstar protets the baterium Baillus amyloquefa-
iens from the enzyme barnase, whih it exretes to at as an extraellular
ribonulease [140℄. Furthermore, the speed at whih the la repressor binds
to its hromosomal la operator regulates gene expression in the ell [141℄.
The bakbone of nulei aids ontains negatively harged phosphate
groups. This negative eletrostati potential (Fig. 5.7) leads to attration
of nulei aids to proteins with positive binding sites. Therefore, the forma-
tion of a nulei aid-protein omplex is strongly governed by eletrostati
interations, whih enhane the assoiation rate. Suh rate enhanement
was predited by applying a method alled PARE to an atomisti model of
protein-RNA (U1A-U1SLII) interations [142℄. The results based on hang-
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ing the ioni strength and making mutations have been shown to be onsistent
with experiment [142℄.
In this hapter, the nuleosome-linker histone H5 omplex formation is
investigated from a kineti point of view by Brownian Dynamis simulation.
Assoiation rates to the dominant diusional enounter omplex are om-
puted for 11 dierent strutures of GH5 with the program SDA5 (Se. 4.2.2).
7.1 Brownian Dynamis set up
Assoiation rate alulations were arried out for 11 linker histone strutures
diusing towards 3 nuleosome onformations (70, 76 and 83). Conformations
76 and 83 showed a distint eet on the diusional enounter omplex and
therefore it is reasonable to quantify the eet on assoiation rates on them as
well. The linker histone mutants K40A, K55A, K69A, R42A, R47A, R73A,
R74A, K85A, R94A, K97A and the WT were used in the simulations. These
single mutated residues are part of the positively harged linker histone sur-
fae. In addition, the basal assoiation rates
1
of the WT to 70, 76 and 83 were
omputed. We will use the notation of 'assoiation rates' for rates omputed
with fores present and 'basal assoiation rates' for rates omputed without
fores.
Eletrostati potential alulations
Eletrostati alulations for all strutures were performed with a newer ver-
sion of APBS (APBS 1.1.0 ) [101℄. The input parameters for solving the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation on a ubi grid were slightly modied (in om-
parison with the listed parameters in Chapter 5). The boundary ondi-
tion was hanged from single Debye-Hükel (sdh) to multiple Debye-Huekel
(mdh) sphere and the method by whih the point harges are mapped onto
the grid was hanged from trilinear interpolation using the nearest neighbour
grid points (spl0) to ubi B-spline disretization using also the next-next
nearest neighbour (spl4). This was aimed at giving better auray, although
signiant dierenes on the results between both eletrostati alulations
should not be observed. All the other parameters remained the same. The
eletrostati potentials of the mutants were omputed with APBS on smaller
grids, 973 points (1 Å spaing), in omparison to the muh larger grids used
(2003, 1 Å spaing) in the BD doking omputed by UHBD. In suh a way
the BD omputational time an be redued. The other parameters for the
1
Basal assoiation rate is alulated without fores between the moleules
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linker histones were not altered. The parameters for omputing the eetive
harges remained the same.
Eletrostati desolvation alulations
For the assoiation rate omputation, the short-range interations annot be
negleted, beause the rates are omputed with respet to the fully bound
omplex. Therefore, the eletrostati desolvation potential aounting for
the unfavourable displaement of water upon binding should be inluded. It
was omputed on a ubi grid and used in Eq. 4.12 with 2203 and 603 points
for the nuleosome and linker histone, respetively. The grid spaing was set
to 1 Å and the ioni strength to 100 mM.
Bound omplex denition
The diusional enounter omplex, an intermediate state marking the end-
point of diusion of two biomoleules toward eah other, plays an important
role in determining the assoiation rates. However, its struture annot be
diretly determined experimentally [143℄. Usually, the rates are omputed
for the diusional enounter omplex (assuming the proess is diusion-
ontrolled) using loose native ontats riteria based on an experimentally
bound omplex (Se. 4.2.2). In this study we used the struture of the dom-
inant enounter omplex determined by the BD (Chap. 5) as a basis for the
reation riteria denition. Suh an approximation an be onsidered to be
aurate by means of the highly attrative eletrostati potential between
the nuleosome and the linker histone as well as by the ignored repulsive
short-range desolvation penalty in the BD doking (Chap. 5).
The donor-aeptor ontats were omputed within a distane dpairs = 6
Å. In the simulations only the independent ontats dened by the distane
dind = 6 Å were ounted (Se. 4.2.2). The tNCP-GH5 omplex obtained in
the onformation 70 for the WT was used for the ontat denition for all
simulations. It had 8 independent out of 1027 dependent pairs.
In the simulations, the short-range repulsive interations were onsidered
by the desolvation penalty grid, while the hydrophobi desolvation intera-
tions were negleted. The time step was hanged from 0.25 ps to 1 ps in
omparison with the BD doking runs. The monitoring of the reation ri-
teria was realized in a window distane of 20 Å ranging from 3 to 23 Å with
a step of 0.5 Å. For eah system (nuleosome-mutant) the number of runs
was set to 2500 and 4 simulations with dierent random generators were
arried out, i.e. in total 10000 trajetories were arried out. For the alu-
lation of the basal rates a single run with 10000 trajetories was performed.
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The omputational time varied from 113 to 512 CPU hours per simulation.
Trunation time thit was not used in these simulations.
7.2 Assoiation rates results
First, assoiation rate results for the referene nuleosome onformation 70
will be shown and after that these results will be ompared with the extreme
onformations 76 and 83. The rate dependene of the ioni strength was not
evaluated in the urrent study and a onstant ioni strength of 100 mM was
used for all alulations.
7.2.1 Rates to the referene struture 70
Figure 7.1 shows the assoiation rates for the WT-nuleosome (70) omplex-
ation. The omputed rates are presented with respet to the distane for
a formation of 1, 2, 3 and 4 ontats. The absolute values of the rates are
in the range of Smoluhowski rate (109 M−1s−1) (Se 2.5.1), whih is the
upper limit for diusional assoiation between two uniform spheres with-
out fores between them. Several aspets in regard to Smoluhowski rate
should be onsidered. First, the geometrial shape of the nuleosome is not
a sphere and the linker DNAs narrow the binding path of the linker histone.
Although the GH5 resembles a sphere, the geometrial onsideration of
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Figure 7.1: Assoiation
rates omputed for the
WT to 70 nuleosome
onformation with eletro-
stati fores present. The
rates are displayed for a
formation of 1, 2, 3 and 4
ontats with respet to the
ontats distane riteria.
Standard deviations are
given in bars.
the lDNAs ould give rise to steri lashes resulting in a smaller rate than
the Smoluhowki's one. Seond, short-range eletrostati desolvation hin-
ders the formation of a fully bound omplex, whih an redue the absolute
assoiation rates towards the experimental rates as it has been shown for
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Figure 7.3: Asso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WT (red) and 10 mutants (blak) for
2 and 3 ontats. Standard deviations
are given in bars.
aetylholinesterase-fasuulin kinetis [104℄. On the other hand, sine the
moleules are oppositely harged and the diusive proess up to the enounter
omplex is governed by long-range eletrostati interation, this an lead to
high assoiation rates. The basal assoiation rates an be used as a referene
point for quantifying the eletrostati ontribution to the binding kinetis.
Figure 7.2 ompares the basal assoiation rates with the rates plotted in
Fig. 7.1. Two features are well seen, rst, the assoiation rates are higher
than the basal assoiation rates and, seond, the basal assoiation rates are
also in the range of Smoluhowski rate. While the rst feature is not surpris-
ing and learly indiates rate enhanement due to the attrative eletrostati
interations, the seond observation suggests that even only in the presene
of exlusion grids the seond protein still binds fast to the nuleosome. In
order to quantify this eet, a rough estimate of the basal assoiation rate
kon given by Eq. 2.32 was done. In the BD simulations the relative trans-
lational diusion onstant was set to 0.0185 Å2/ps and the basal rate at a
enter-to-enter distane of 62 Å, whih is the position of the diusuonal
enounter omplex, was alulated. The result yielded kon = 2.4 × 10
8
M
−1
s
−1
and this value is omparable with the basal assoiation rate for a for-
mation of 4 ontats at a distane ∼ 4 Å (Fig. 7.2). Important to note is
that the above alulation is only approximate for the ase of two uniformly
interating spheres. Although this is not the ase in the simulations, one
would expet the shape of the nuleosome to lower the basal rate. However,
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the basal assoiation rate is higher than the analytial solution. This implies
that geometrial onsiderations should be taken into aount in order to un-
derstand this observation. In addition, the diusive entrapment eet [45℄
an also ontribute to an inrease of the rates.
Rate enhanement due to eletrostati interations may result in an in-
rease of 100-fold in kon as it was found for about 25 protein-protein om-
plexes [144℄. The rigid body dynamis does not inlude any onformational
rearrangements and motions of the moleules during the diusional proess.
In general, there is more than one intermediate state in the assoiation pro-
ess, beause protein-protein binding onsists of multiple steps: diusion,
onformer seletion and refolding or indued t [145℄. A signiant indued
t was found in the ase of fasiulin 2 (Fas2) binding to aetylholinesterase
(AhE), two proteins that bind with a very high assoiation rate onstant.
It was found that the onformation of Fas2 able to bind AChE is not stable
in the unbound form of Fas2 and that the assoiation proess should follow
a onformational hange of a stable form of Fas2 that is not omplementary
to AChE [146, 147℄. Hene, the exibility an also aet the binding ki-
netis to either reduing or inreasing the assoiation rates. Hydrodynami
interations an have similar eet, but they will not be disussed.
To our knowledge experimental data on the assoiation rates for linker
histone binding to the nuleosome are laking and, hene, we will emphasize
on the relative ontribution of eah mutant to the binding kinetis. Sine
the diusional enounter is best desribed by at least two ontats [143, 148℄
only the kon for two and three ontats of the WT and mutant proteins are
depited in Fig. 7.3. The WT data are shown in red, whereas the mutants are
represented by blak. We see that at short distanes most of the mutants bind
slower than the WT. Inreasing the number of ontats leads to divergene of
the mutant rates with respet to the WT rates at short distanes. The reason
is the additional polar (hydrogen) ontat whih has to be formed and in the
absene of one harged residue on the surfae of GH5, the probability of suh
a formation dereases. It is an eet of both, harge and side-hain geometry,
whih aet the ontat formation in the diusional enounter omplex.
The next plot (Fig. 7.4) ompares the assoiation rates at 5.5 Å distane
for 2 and 3 ontats. At this distane a mutational assoiation rate study of
barnase and barstar [149℄ has shown good agreement between experiment and
simulation for 2 ontats and at a distane of 7 Å for 3 ontats. However,
in the study [149℄ eletrostati desolvation was not used. When desolvation
penalty to the diusional proess is applied then a distane of 7.5 Å has
given the best results for the rates [104℄. Here, we are mainly interested in
the relative ontribution of the rates and therefore the hoie of the distane
is not of major importane. Surprisingly, in both urves K97A shows faster
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Figure 7.4: Assoiation rates at distane 5.5 Å for 2 (red) and 3 (blue) ontats
are plotted versus the dierent protein strutures. Standard deviations are given
in bars.
binding than WT. As it was disussed in Setion 6.2.2 residue K97 links the
GH5 with its C-terminal domain. Therefore, it might be that K97 does not
partiipate diretly to binding, but has only an overall eet to the R42site.
This an explain its assoiation rate lose to the WT (within the error). Un-
hanged rates display also K40A and R94A. While the former was onsidered
as nonbinding in the BD doking, the latter is a part of the binding R42site.
R94A was also identied as having high binding strength to lDNA (Fig. 5.11)
and its low ontribution to the binding kinetis is surprising. Also R42A from
R42site shows a small relative derease in the assoiation rate in ontrast to
K85A, whih has the smallest rate for two ontats (Fig. 7.4). On the other
hand, the mutants onstituting the K69site (K69A, R73A, R74A and R47A)
show a distintively unfavourable behaviour in terms of kinetis with respet
to the WT. This means that positive mutations on helix 3 disrupt signif-
iantly the kinetis of the linker histone-nuleosome system, although the
binding doking mode is slightly aeted (Chap. 6). We an speulate that
the hardly notieable relative eet on the assoiation rates for the mutants
on the R42site is due to onformational hanges on R42site upon binding,
whih are not taken into aount in our model. Site R42site is loated on
loops, whih are more exible than the alpha helies, where K69site is situ-
ated (helix3). Another explanation an be related to the way in whih the
proteins bind to the DNA (speially or nonspeially), whih an explain
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the observation of assoiation kineti rates higher than the Smoluhowski
rate [150℄ (Fig. 7.3). These studies suggest three-dimensional (3D) diusion
of the protein to the DNA followed by one-dimensional (1D) diusion of the
protein along the DNA to form a bound omplex. This type of diusion is
referred to in the literature as failitated diusion. Slutsky and Mirny [151℄
proposed that for an optimal searh for the target DNA, a protein should
spent half of its time in 3D diusion and the other half in 1D diusion, slid-
ing along the DNA. Their study aimed at quantitatively investigating the
spei and nonspei binding of proteins to DNA. However, a theoreti-
al lattie Monte Carlo study [152℄ of transription fators (TFs) binding to
DNA moleules showed that even if only 15% of the diusional searh time is
spent freely in solution, the timesale of target loation is onsistent with ex-
perimental measurements. In this diusional searh, the TFs might exhibit
onformational hanges, whih ould aet the assoiation rate onstant.
Suh onformational hanges during the searhing and sliding mehanism
have been investigated to detet the shortest binding time to the DNA on-
sistent with thermodynamis [153℄. Also, a protein an jump from one DNA
segment to another without dissoiating, a proess alled intersegment trans-
fer. In this way, the protein an bind speially to the target site and a rate
enhanement an be observed [154℄. Lattie simulations [155℄ showed that
inreasing the nulei aid hain density inreases the protein diusion in the
ase of intersegment transfer. Moreover, the diusion oeient appeared to
be reiproal to the hain density in 1D sliding on the DNA. Consequently,
if the GH5 rst slid along lDNA1 with K69site and then binds speially to
the dominant binding position performing a rotation of K69site and R42site
towards nDNA and lDNA1, respetively, then the R42site would ome into
ontat to lDNA1 only at the end of the 1D diusion. In this way, the as-
soiation rates for the mutants on R42site would not deviate muh from the
WT, something what we observe in Fig. 7.4. Unfortunately, full trajetories
were not reorded during the BD runs and we annot onrm or rejet this
hypothesis.
7.2.2 Rates to the extreme onformations 76 and 83
Assoiation rates of the WT binding to three nuleosome onformations are
plotted in Fig. 7.5. The extreme onformation 76 shows the highest rate,
while onformation 83 exhibits slower binding behaviour. It should be pointed
out that the highest doked position of WT found on onformations 76 and 83
is loated on the lDNA2 and not in the lDNA1 (see Chapter 5). The higher
rate for 76 is reasonable, beause the more open onformation would not
restrit sterially the approah of the linker histone. Ramzi and Zhou [156℄
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showed analytially that the assoiation rate for a protein binding nonspei-
ally by failitated diusion to a short linear DNA is higher than to a irular
DNA. The linker DNA1 in onformation 76 is more straight with respet to
lDNA1 in 70 (Fig. 5.5). On the other hand, lDNA1 in onformation 83 is more
bent with respet to lDNA1 in 70, although the dyad is easier aessible. This
an explain the dierenes in the assoiation rates. However, the absolute
magnitude of the rates at distane 6 Å varies from 1.17×1010 to 1.35×1010
M
−1
s
−1
for the onformations, whih is even smaller inluding the errors.
Generally, the nuleosome onformation does not inuene signiantly the
binding kinetis of the WT, whih an be also seen in Fig. 7.6 for the basal
assoiation rates. The plot illustrates onvergene of the basal assoiation
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Figure 7.5: Assoiation
rates of the WT for 2
ontats for nuleosome
onformations 70 (red),
76 (blue) and 83 (green).
Standard deviations are
given in bars.
rates at small distanes for all three nuleosome onformations. At a distane
of around 6 Å the basal assoiation rate of the WT is independent on the
nuleosome onformations. Comparing the rates with and without eletro-
stati fores, one an see that the relative assoiation rates between 70, 76
and 83 are larger than the relative basal assoiation rates. Nevertheless, the
magnitude of suh a deviation is small and obvious onlusions about the
eet of the nuleosome onformations on the WT assoiation rates annot
be drawn.
Figure 7.7 indiates the assoiation rate dependene of linker histone
mutants as well as of the nuleosome onformations for 2 ontats formation
at 5.5 Å. The urves follow the shape of the assoiation rates of WT in 70
for mutants K69A, K85A, K97A, R47A and R74A. The assoiation rates of
the other mutants display some deviation from the WT pattern, whih does
not seem to aet signiantly the absolute value of the assoiation rates.
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7.2.3 Summary
The assoiation rates omputed in this hapter indiated very fast binding
mode of the GH5 to the nuleosome lose to the upper analytial limit derived
by Smoluhowski (Se. 2.3). Comparing the assoiation rates with the basal
assoiation rates (omputed without fores between the moleules) eletro-
stati rate enhanement due to the highly harged moleules was observed.
In addition, the high assoiation rates ould be explained by the searh-
ing mehanism of DNA binding protein, whih has been shown to enhane
the rates [150℄. The residues partiipating in the K69site (found to bind to
nDNA) showed signiant redution in their assoiation rates upon mutation.
On the other hand, mutations of residues belonging to R42site (ontating
lDNA1) displayed rates very lose to the WT rate indiating modest ontri-
bution to the binding kinetis. We proposed a hypothesis by whih K69site
ould, rstly, bind to the linker DNA and perform a 1D diusion along it un-
til the binding site is reahed. Then the linker histone ould rotate and, thus,
K69site and R42site would adjust to nDNA and lDNA, respetively. This
mehanism might be also responsible for the rate enhanement and ould ex-
plain the small ontribution of the R42site to it. The omputed assoiation
rates did not show signiant dependene on the nuleosome onformations.
The results obtained revealed only partially whih fators inuene the
binding kinetis of the linker histone to the nuleosome. The omplexity
of the interations within hromatin ber requires experimental data on the
linker histone assoiation rates, whih the omputational methods an be
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ompared with. At the same time, more investigations are needed in de-
termining the ontributions of the C-terminal domain of H5 and the ioni
strength dependene of the assoiation rate as well as on the sliding meha-
nism of the GH5 along DNA.
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8
Flexibility in Brownian Dynamis
simulation
One of the drawbaks of the Brownian Dynamis method used in this study
(Se. 4.2) is the restrition of the partile motion to only six degrees of free-
dom - translation and rotation. Large onformational hanges during the
diusional proess an, however, inuene the bimoleular dynamis and
interations as it was shown in the previous hapters. Without violating
the approximations taken in the BD algorithm, we introdue a method a-
ounting for large onformational hanges on the solute partile in the BD
simulation. Firstly, we give a short overview of sampling tehniques, then
the methodology and implemention in the Brownian Dynamis ode is dis-
ussed and in the end we show preliminary results on the appliation to the
nuleosome-linker histone omplex formation.
8.1 Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm
Monte Carlo (MC) methods are stohasti omputational methods applied
to big systems having a large number of oupled degrees of freedom. In
general, the MC algorithm relies on a random number piked at eah sim-
ulation step and aording to it moving the system to a new state in the
phase spae. This method is important in statistial physis, for example,
for omputing thermal averages. However, in order to be aurate, this sam-
pling should omprise a large region in the phase spae, i.e. a large number
of states should be generated randomly. When the generated states are not
ompletely random, but follow a probability funtion, whih assists the sys-
tem towards its thermal equilibrium, then only a representative set of states
an be suient to desribe the system properties well. This sampling is
alled importane sampling.
If a onguration in the phase spae is denoted by X then the probability
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of this onguration an be expressed by a Boltzmann fator
p(X) ∼
1
Z
exp
(
−
E(X)
kBT
)
,



8.1
where E(X) is the energy of the system in this partiular onguration X
and Z is the partition funtion (Eq. 2.4). Congurations with probabili-
ties given by Eq. 8.1 an be generated either ompletely randomly or in a
suessive way Xn, Xn+1, Xn+2, . . . ,. The latter approah is alled Markov
hain and eah onguration depends only on the previous one. The ini-
tial onguration X0 is randomly hosen and the next one is onstruted
through a transition probability T (Xn−1 → Xn), whih gives the probability
to move from onformationXn−1 to Xn. For this hain of ongurations with
equilibrium probability pequil, the detailed balane ondition should hold
pequil(Xn)T (Xn → Xm) = p
equil(Xm)T (Xm → Xn).



8.2
The above equation implies that the sampling path is reversible, whih means
that the probability of any onguration remains the same during the sim-
ulation. If T (Xn → Xm) 6= 0 and T (Xm → Xn) 6= 0 then Eq. 8.2 an be
rewritten in the form
T (Xn → Xm)
T (Xm → Xn)
= exp
(
−
E(Xm)−E(Xn)
kBT
)
.



8.3
When a step from onguration Xn to Xm is not possible, the transition
probability reads T (Xn → Xm) = 0. The reverse relation T (Xm → Xn) = 0
should be fullled as well, whih means that any two arbitrary ongurations
of the system must be adjaent in order to have a suessful step. Thus, the
probability ratio between both ongurations (states) depends on the energy
dierene between them.
An algorithm based on the Markov hain proess, alledMetropolis method
[157℄, takes advantage of the probability energy dependene of eah state and
evaluates whether a new step Xm an be aepted or rejeted (Xn) as follows:
 if E(Xm) < E(Xn) then the state with energy E(Xm) is aepted
 if E(Xm) > E(Xn) then the probability ratio is evaluated
Pnm =
p(Xm)
p(Xn)
= exp
(
−
E(Xm)− E(Xn)
kBT
)
,



8.4
and a random uniform number b ǫ [0, 1] is drawn out and if Pnm > b
then the state with energy E(Xm) is aepted, otherwise it is rejeted.
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The way arbitrary adjaent states are hosen does not aet the nal equi-
librium distribution as long as the detailed balane holds. However, it will
have an eet on how fast this equilibrium is reahed and the more states
are generated, the longer the time will be.
8.2 Methodology
The exibility of biomoleules is diult to model in atomi detail when
biologial proesses at time sales larger than hundreds of nanoseonds are
of interest. In Brownian Dynamis, the seond protein performs Brownian
steps aording to the Ermak-MCammon algorithm (Eq. 4.4) (see Fig. 4.1),
where it is assumed that the time step ∆t is muh larger than τv = mD/kBT ,
where τv is the momentum relaxation time. The parameter m is the partile
mass and D is the diusion onstant. Atually, only the time for analysis of
BD has to satisfy this requirement. This requirement says that the positional
relaxation time is muh longer than the veloity relaxation time ensuring a
diusional proess takes plae. On the other hand, the time step ∆t must not
exeed the time at whih the fores and torques annot be onsidered on-
stant. Hene, the BD dynamis proedure is highly dependent on the hoie
of the time step, whih is ruial for performing physially orret sampling
of the ongurational spae. During the diusional proess in the BD, the
time step ∆t is dened by ∆t1 and ∆t2, where ∆t2 > ∆t1. The time step ∆t2
aims at reduing the omputational time at sampling in regions whih are
far away from the target loation, i.e. it has a value several times larger than
∆t1 at distane x2. The atual value of ∆t2 varies linearly with the distane,
approahing ∆t1 at distane x1 (x1 < x2). Therefore, not only the time steps
∆t1 and ∆t2, but also the distanes x1 and x2 are important parameters
inuening the omputational time as well as the sampling auray.
A method by whih the exibility of the target moleule an be taken
into aount without aeting the separation of slow and fast proesses in
the BD is developed. The general idea is as follows: the energy landsape
of a biomoleule has many loal and global minima, whih stand for dier-
ent onformational states. These onformational states an be adopted by
the biomoleule at any time with dierent probabilities. If we know that
two onformational states are separated by a barrier the rossing of whih
requires long time sampling, e.g. ns or µs time sale, then we an neglet the
transition path and look only at the two onformational states. If next, the
biomoleule again moves to another long living state, whih depends only
on its previous state then this motion an be desribed as a Markov hain
proess. However, it might appear that the moleule is in a long living state
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between two other suh states. Consequently, if we onsider a three points
hain and the biomoleule is positioned on the middle point (state) then it
an move either right, left or stay in the same state if the barriers to ross are
too high. In this way the onformational states an be represented as disrete
states in the ongurational spae, where the biomoleule jumps from state
to state with the same rate. Thus, if these states are known in advane from
omputational tehniques for modelling exibility like MD, NMA, et., they
an be inorporated in the BD proedure as disrete objets whih exhange
with eah other with a ertain rate. Details about the implementation are
given below.
8.2.1 Implementation
The new method was implemented in the SDA5C, a version of SDA, a Brow-
nian Dynamis doking program, reording omplexes satisfying predened
onstraints (Se. 4.2.2). The programming ode of SDA is Fortran. The
target moleule, moleule 1, an be represented by dierent onformations
obtained by other methods. Then, all these onformations an be treated as
dierent moleules and grids and harges an be assigned to eah of them.
The idea is that the seond moleule, moleule 2, will diuse towards moleule
1 and, after a ertain time tconf spent within a enter-to-enter distane less
than x1, moleule 1 will hange its onformation if ertain riteria are satis-
ed (disussed below), i.e. dierent exlusion and fore grids will be assigned
to it. This proess will be repeated until the simulation ends. The way it is
done is as follows: initially, the number of the onformations (ngrid1), i.e.
the grids, and the initial onformation (nstart) of moleule 1 are assigned.
In addition, two other parameters are given at input; the time tconf at whih
a new onformation for the region of the time step ∆t1 is hosen
2
and the
method (gmethod) by whih a new grid (onformation) is seleted. The
numbers nstart and ngrid are important, beause the rst gives the starting
moleule 1's onformation for eah trajetory, while the seond yields the
order by whih the onformation's seletion algorithm is applied. At eah
tconf , the adjaent onformations (exlusion grids) of moleule 1 are heked
for overlaps with the urrent state Ω(r, θ) of moleule 2, and those with over-
laps are rejeted from the seletion algorithm. Let the urrent onformation
of moleule 1 at time tconf has an interation energy Ei(ri) with the moleule
2. Having the moleule 2 xed, its interation energies with the adjaent
onformations of moleule 1, if available, are Ei−1(ri−1) and E
i+1(ri+1). The
1ngrid ≥ 1
2
Only if seletion riteria are satised, see below
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seletion algorithm is applied only if the number of new possible onforma-
tions at time tconf is greater than zero. Four dierent methods for seleting
a new onformation were implemented:
Energy algorithm (gmethod = 1)
When an energy algorithm is hosen (gmethod = 1) the onformation with
the lowest interation energy Emin(r) is seleted,
Emin(r) = min
[
Ei−1(ri−1), E
i(ri), E
i+1(ri+1)
] 


8.5
and the BD step is performed. This algorithm samples the onguration
spae towards an energy minimum. However, it has the disadvantage of
biasing the system downhill to a loal minimum from whih it annot esape.
Modied Metropolis algorithm (gmethod = 2)
Themodied Metropolis algorithm (gmethod = 2) uses the standard Metropo-
lis method (Se. 8.1) when only two onformations Ei(ri) and E
i−1(ri−1) (or
Ei(ri) and E
i+1(ri+1)) are available. When three onformations, E
i−1(ri−1),
Ei(ri) and E
i+1(ri+1) exist then the modied Metropolis method is performed
 if Eminadjacent(r) = min [E
i−1(ri−1), E
i+1(ri+1)] ≡ E
min(r) then Emin(r) is
aepted
 ifEi(ri) ≡ E
min(r) = min [Ei−1(ri−1), E
i(ri), E
i+1(ri+1)] then Metropo-
lis algorithm is applied for onformations with energies Ei(ri) and
Eminadjacent(r).
This method is more eient than the energy algorithm when the ongura-
tion spae is large.
Random energy algorithm (gmethod = 3)
The random energy algorithm (gmethod = 3) prohibits the urrent onfor-
mation Ei(ri) and the system always moves to a new state. If there are
two new onformations Ei−1(ri−1) and E
i+1(ri+1) then the state with energy
Eminadjacent(r) = min [E
i−1(ri−1), E
i+1(ri+1)] is seleted. This algorithm has the
disadvantage that it an be also trapped in a loal minimum and utuate
between two states without onvergene.
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Random algorithm (gmethod = 4)
The random algorithm (gmethod = 4) relies on a uniform random number
b ǫ [0, 1] generated at time tconf . A new onformation is hosen with prob-
ability of pthree = 1/3 and ptwo = 1/2 among three and two onformations,
respetively. The random algorithm does not inlude omputation of inter-
ation energies at eah tconf and it makes it faster than the previous three
seletion proedures. However, it is not based on rigorous physis.
8.2.2 Disussion and limitations
The method desribed an be applied to a large range of biomoleules, whih
undergo onformational hanges upon interation with other biomoleules.
There is no restrition on the number of onformations (ngrid), although very
large biomoleules may ause omputational memory problems. Equally time
distributed onformations are reasonable for strongly interating moleules,
while for weak moleular interations this is not neessary. In priniple, due
to the disretization of the onformational states the ideal physial situation
for more aurate BD run would be when the transition path between the
states is muh shorter in time than the time spent within a ertain onfor-
mation. This implies that the transition rate is very high. Then one would
not worry about the inuene of the intermediates, not sampled, states on
the dynamis during BD simulation. Suh states an be sampled if the res-
olution of the onformational path is inreased, but, rst, it would not be
omputationally feasible and, seond, the inreased resolution have a limit:
the time tconf ≥ ∆t1. This limit annot be overome without violating the
approximations taken in the BD algorithm. It is worth mentioning that for
a suient long simulation and for a large number of ngrids onvergene to
the equilibrium enounter omplex should be ahieved. In addition to the
interation energies and omplexes reorded, the new version of SDA, reords
the number of suessive trials
3
, the trajetory number, the interation en-
ergies (random numbers for gmethod = 4 instead), the simulation time and
the onformation at eah tconf .
3
'Suessive' trial means when a seletion algorithm during the run is applied regardless
of the outome.
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8.3 Appliation to the nuleosome and the linker
histone
The method desribed was applied to tNCP-GH5 BD doking using SDA5C
program. Nuleosome onformations were hosen from the NMA analysis
(Se. 5.2). Five onformations were hosen from mode 7 (70, 71, 72, 73, 74)
and mode 8 (8−2, 8−1, 80, 81, 82). If we assume that the absolute values
of the eigenfrequenies are not arbitrary, but have physial meaning, then
the period T for eah mode an be alulated and the time distribution
between the onformations evaluated. The eigenfrequenies of mode 7 and 8
are ω7 = 1.69 cm−1 and ω8 = 1.46 cm−1, respetively. Then, the periods read
T 7 =
1
cω7
= 19, 7 ps T 8 =
1
cω8
= 14.9 ps,



8.6
where c is the speed of light. On eah harmoni approximation 15 onforma-
tions were derived from the NMA (Fig. 5.3) having 14 time intervals between
them. Then eah time interval is given by
∆t7NMA = 1.41 ps ∆t
8
NMA = 1.06 ps.



8.7
These time steps are very lose to the time step ∆t1 = 1 ps, whih is usually
used in the BD simulation. This alulation estimates that the transition
from one onformation to another is approximately 25% slower in mode 7
than in mode 8. It also suggests that two BD runs for mode 7 and 8 should be
run with dierent tconf in order to have aurate relative dynamis between
the modes. However, as it was already disussed solvent damping and anhar-
moni eets might ontribute signiantly to NMA dynamis. Intuitively,
this ontribution would result in longer time intervals between the dierent
onformations. Sine we observe large onformational hanges of the linker
DNAs we an assume that these onformations happen in the nanoseond
time sale. In order to test the new method aounting for exibility during a
BD run, three dierent times tconf = 1, 10, 100ns were assigned and for eah
of them three seletion algorithms gmethods = 1, 2, 4 were applied. In total
18 BD runs were arried out with the same input parameters as in SDA4C.
The relevant parameters were x1 = 130 Å, x2 = 180 Å, ∆t1 = 0.25 ps and
∆t2 = 20 ps. In the simulations onformation 70 was hosen as a start on-
formation (ngrid = 1) and 74 was the last (ngrid = 5) in mode 7. In mode
8 onformation 80 was seleted for beginning of eah run (ngrid = 3), 8−2
(ngrid = 1) and 82 (ngrid = 5) were the extreme onformations.
First, results using gmethod = 1 will be shown. Eah point on the plots
indiates the onformation seleted after applying a seletion algorithm. Fig-
ure 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 give the interation energy (eletrostati) for mode 7
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between the GH5 and a nuleosome onformation (seleted) at a enter-to-
enter distane d and at the simulation time, respetively. Eah plot illus-
trates three BD runs (tconf = 1, 10, 100ns). Aording to the energy algorithm
the energy Eel is the lowest energy onformation (labelled on the plot) out
of the onformations partiipating in the seletion algorithm. It is well seen
that in the simulation with the shortest transition time (1 ns), the largest
number of trials is performed. For the three simulations the energy tends
to derease with the distane and at a ertain distane no more seletion
trials are performed. Atually this is the point where either the simulation is
trunated due to reahed time of thit = 0.2ms for all sampled trajetories or
due to overlaps no more trials are possible. Here the plots show the data of
the last trajetory (3) in the simulation, whih is the only one with seletion
trials performed. This plot (Fig. 8.2) shows only the energy distribution for
all trials, but does not show the order of the seleted onformations. The
trial energy dependene of the simulation time is given in Fig. 8.2. The
GH5 approahes the nuleosome searhing for an energetially favourable
nuleosome onformation, whih for 1 ns, 10 ns, 100ns are onformations 70
(ngrid = 1), 72 (ngrid = 3) and 74 (ngrid = 5), respetively. It means that
the hoie of the transition time is important for the nal result, although
for very long simulations with a large number of trajetories the data should
onverge to a single onformation. Figure 8.2 is only indiative and does not
aim at showing the hosen onformation (labelled points) at eah trial. In
Fig. 8.9 this will be disussed and shown at higher resolution for tconf = 1ns.
Around a miroseond simulation time for 1ns transition time, the GH5 was
within the distane x1 and many trials were done. Generally, both plots indi-
ate that the seletion algorithm assists the GH5 to nd the most favourable
path to the enounter omplex.
Figure 8.3 and Fig. 8.4 display similar behaviour for mode 8 with less
seletion trials performed for eah run
4
. The reason might be more overlaps
due to the more losed onformations 8−2 and 8−1. In mode 8, the linker
histone nishes its diusional motion on onformations 82, 82 and 81 for the
runs with tconf = 1 ns, tconf = 10 ns and tconf = 100 ns, respetively. In this
mode, GH5 prefers the more open onformations than the equilibrium one
80.
The modied Metropolis algorithm (gmethod = 2) gives slightly better
onvergene towards the minimum state (Fig. 8.5, Fig. 8.6, Fig. 8.7, Fig. 8.8)
for both modes, where again the trials of the last trajetory (3) are plotted.
The last aepted onformations for modes 7 and 8 are 74, 72, 74 and 81, 82
and 81 for 1 ns, 10ns, 100 ns, respetively. These results again indiate that
4
Here also the last trajetory (3) is plotted.
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onformation
(labelled) of mode 7.
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the simulation time for gmethod = 1
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point is a trial with ertain outome (la-
belled) of mode 7.
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the GH5 prefers to bind to more open onformation than the equilibrium
one. It shows that for mode 7 both algorithms lead to the same nuleosome
onformation for transition times 1 ns and 10 ns. The same is observed for
mode 8 as well: 82 and 81 for 1 ns and 10 ns, respetively. This implies that
for longer tconf the energy and the modied Metropolis algorithms behave
similarly.
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tion energy versus
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point is a trial with ertain outome (la-
belled) of mode 7.
A omparison between both methods for tconf = 1 ns at simulation times
lose to the end of the simulation is shown on Fig. 8.9 and Fig. 8.10 for
modes 7 and 8, respetively. At rst sight one an see the energy dierene
of the hosen onformations between mode 7 and 8. The latter displays
higher interation energies than the former, whih an be attributed to the
binding path dierenes between both modes. In the simulation time range
depited, the linker histone quanties its dominant binding mode dedued in
Chapter 5 (∼ 60 Å) only for mode 7 using gmethod = 2 (see Fig. 8.5). This
an explain the lower energy of gmethod = 2 in the sampling path of mode 7
in omparison with gmethod = 1 (Fig. 8.9). Atually, for longer simulation
time both urves should onverge. The same should be valid for mode 8
as well, although gmethod = 2 displays longer sampling than gmethod = 1
(Fig. 8.10). However, the seletion trials are ended at loser distane to the
nuleosome for gmethod = 1 than gmethod = 2 (Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.7). It is
diult to dedue whih method is better in this ase, but both sample at
the end only onformations 81 and 82. Conformation 82 was found to have
a dierent binding mode from the dominant one, whih might be the reason
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for the behaviour observed in Fig. 8.10.
The random algorithm (gmethod = 4) used also indiated attration
of the GH5 towards the nuleosome. However, in ontrast to the previ-
ous two applied, it does not follow the interation energy landsape of the
biomoleules. Only results for transition time of 1 ns lose to the last se-
leted onformations for mode 7 and 8 are shown in Fig. 8.11 and Fig. 8.12,
respetively. The graphs display the dependene of the enter-to-enter dis-
tane d on the simulation time. Clearly seen is that the GH5 moves loser
to the nuleosome and reahes nal onformations of 70 and 81 for modes 7
and 8, respetively. This is in agreement with the result of the gmethod = 1
for mode 7 and gmethod = 2 for mode 8. Interestingly, the plot of mode
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7 (Fig. 8.11) illustrates that onformations 73 and 74 are not invoked at all,
although onformation 72 was hosen two times. The reason, apart from the
randomness, might be that onformations 73 and 74 overlap with the linker
histone. Here again the linker histone approahes the nuleosome at a smaller
seletion distane for mode 7 than mode 8. It suggests that mode 8 is more
restrited in terms of ongurations than mode 7.
At the end, we are interested in the binding mode of the linker histone
and how it is inuened by the dierent algorithms applied. Due to the more
seletion trials for tconf = 1 ns we will ompare the binding modes only for
these BD runs. The reorded omplexes were 500 and they were lustered
aording to the proedure desribed in Chapter 5. The highest doked
representatives were ompared to the dominant binding mode. Remarkably
well were reprodued the binding position and orientation of the GH5 with
respet to the obtained nuleosome onformation. Only for mode 8 and
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gmethod = 1, the obtained position of the GH5 on onformation 82 was
on linker DNA2, whih is atually what was obtained by the 'standard' BD
doking. The average interation energies at the doking position for all
algorithms used do not deviate muh from the dominant binding mode and
they are around 30 kBT . This indiates, as seen on the plots, that after the
last seletion trial the GH5 ontinues searhing for a more favourable position
on the nuleosome. This might imply that at a ertain position, the linker
histone does not allow muh onformational freedom of the nuleosome in
agreement with the results on the NMA (Se. 5.6), where GH5 suppresses
the linker DNA1.
8.4 Summary
In this hapter, a new method for treating exibility in all-atom Brownian
Dynamis was developed. One of the interating moleules is represented by a
set of onformations, whih an exhange between eah other with a onstant
rate during BD simulation. Four algorithms for seleting a onformation were
implemented: the energy algorithm selets the onformation with the lowest
interation energy between the interating moleules, the modied Metropolis
algorithm uses the standard Metropolis method with a slight modiation for
a hoie between three onformations, the random energy algorithm selets
an adjaent onformation aording to its interation energy and the random
algorithm uses a random uniform number to selet a onformation. The
onformation seletion is invoked within a ertain distane after a speied
transition time. There are no restritions on the number of onformations
as well as on the transition time as long as it is omputationally feasible and
the approximations of the Brownian Dynamis algorithm hold, respetively.
The method was applied to the tNCP-GH5 system and the nuleosome
was represented as a set of onformations obtained by the NMA. The method
applied reprodued remarkably well the doked results obtained in Chap-
ter 5. This is an indiation that the new implementation, although, with less
statistial ondene an lead to the same doking position in reasonable
omputational time. However, only in two out of 18 BD runs the nal nule-
osome onformation was the referene 70. The linker histone was doked 5
times on onformation 81, 4 times on onformations 74 and 82 and 3 times on
onformation 72. Although with short sampling this outome supports the
hypothesis that the GH5 prefers more open onformations than the equilib-
rium 70, whih has been resolved without the linker histone [4℄. For longer
sampling, it is lear that the new methodology should give better results. It
annot be dedued whih seletion method is better, but denitely over a
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long simulation Metropolis method should lead to global onvergene.
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Moleular Dynamis of the
hromatosome partile
The diusional enounter omplex of the nuleosome-linker histone H5 om-
plex obtained by the Brownian Dynamis was further rened to higher reso-
lution using Moleular Dynamis. In this hapter we show preliminary data
on the dynamis of the nuleosome-linker histone omplex on nanoseond
time sale.
9.1 MD setup
The MD simulations were arried out with the NAMD software pakage [107℄
using Amber99SB fore eld [106℄. Details on the numerial proedure are
given in Setion 4.3. The struture of the dominant binding mode of GH5
together with the nuleosome (Chap. 5), alled hromatosome partile, was
used as a starting onformation of the MD setup. It has 25027 atoms inlud-
ing hydrogens. The struture was neutralized by adding 226 Na
+
ions and
was plaed in a trunated otahedron box with expliit waters, 50 Na
+
ions
and 50 Cl
−
ions. The ions represent the system at physiologial onditions.
The solvation was done with the Leap program from the Amber software
pakage [158℄ using TIP3PBOX [159℄ with 4 Å solvation layer. In total the
system ontained 198 303 atoms. Periodi boundary onditions (PBC) were
applied during the simulation. The partile mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm
for treatment the full eletrostati interations with 1 Å grid spaing was
used.
Minimization
The system was minimized in 11 subsequent runs with dierent fore on-
stants (500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0 kal/molÅ2) for the onstrained
heavy atoms. Eah minimization run was arried out for 1000 yles using
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the steepest desent method to relieve bad steri interations (100 yles)
followed by the onjugate gradient (900 yles) to let the system go downhill
to the energy minimum.
Equilibration
Three subsequent equilibration runs for 25, 100 and 250 ps, respetively, were
performed on the system. The time step was set to 1 fs. In equilibration 1 and
2 all non-hydrogen atoms and not water were restrained and NV T and NPT
(Langevin Piston) ensembles were onstruted, respetively. Equilibration 3
was performed also in NPT ensemble, but without onstraints of the heavy
atoms. In the runs the Langevin temperature was set to 300 K and the
Langevin damping oeient to 2 ps
−1
. SHAKE algorithm [111℄ was applied
to all bonds to hydrogen atoms.
MD runs
The MD simulation was arried out using Berendsen NPT bath oupling [114℄
with onstant temperature, T = 300 K, onstant pressure, P = 1 atm and
pressure ompressibility, β = 4.75×10−5 bar−1. The usage of the SHAKE al-
gorithm allows to have a time step δt of 2 fs. The total simulation time of the
system was tsim = 56.35 ns. During the rst 10 ns, snapshots were reorded
every 1000 steps, subsequently they were reorded every 2000 timesteps.
9.2 Results
Sine we are interested in the protein-nuleosome interations rather than
the water behaviour, all results desribed onern only the protein and DNA
and water eets will not be disussed. The RMSDs of all Cα and P atoms
superimposed for the whole system as well as some parts of it are plotted
in Fig. 9.1, Fig. 9.2 and Fig. 9.3. All the plots display the RMSD from
the diusional enounter omplex and the simulation time for minimization
and equilibration is not inluded. The rst Figure 9.2 shows that the ore
histones stay stably bound to the DNA, while the latter displays muh larger
utuations in the range of 5-8 Å. At around 15 ns there is an abrupt jump
of the DNA bakbone (Fig. 9.1). In order to nd out whether it is related
to linker DNA utuations, we plotted the RMSD of lDNA1 and lDNA2 in
Fig. 9.2. It is seen that both DNAs utuate a lot in the range of 1-6 Å,
but between 10 ns and 15 ns the RMSD of lDNA1 dereases in ontrast to
lDNA2. Inspetion of the trajetory revealed that not only the linker DNAs,
whih are 10 bp long, but also part of the DNA wrapped around the histone
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Figure 9.2: RMSDs of lDNA1 (red)
and lDNA2 (green).
ores shows pronouned movement apart from the ore. Suh exibility of
DNA might be important for the initial stage of DNA unwrapping from
the nuleosome ore [19, 20, 160℄. The linker histone RMSD is depited
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Figure 9.3: RMSD of the linker histone (LH) H5 versus the simulation time. A
pronouned jump is observed at around 40 ns.
in Fig. 9.3. During the rst ∼ 40 ns the linker histone is displaed only
slightly from the position at the diusional enounter. This implies that this
position found by the BD doking is a stable minimum and the GH5 does
not tend to move towards the dyad or dissoiate. Interestingly, at around
42 − 45 ns the GH5 suddenly experiened a positional and onformational
hange leading to a RMSD inrease of approximately 1 Å. Suh behaviour
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an be attributed to an indued t, where upon binding, one of the binding
partners passes to another onformation [146, 147℄. Suh a transition ould
be related to the funtion of the linker histone to protet DNA from nulease
digestion [32℄. However, whether this observation is really an indued t in
the sense of haraterising the binding proess itself is unlear. It might be
that this onformation of the linker histone ould also our in equilibrium,
but beause of its low population, the probability of ourrene is negligible.
Here, we should note that to our knowledge there is no experimental evidene
of suh a hypothesis or of an indued t of the GH5 on the nuleosome.
Figure 9.4: Linker histone onfor-
mation at the diusional enounter
(ruby) superimposed to its struture
at the end of the MD run (blue).
The loops, whih underwent onforma-
tional hange are highlighted in green
(between helies 1 and 2) and in yellow
(beta sheet loop).
To shed more light on the onformational hange of the GH5 at the end
of the MD simulation with respet to its struture at the beginning, both
strutures were superimposed as shown in Fig. 9.4. The alulated bakbone
RMSD (Cα, N, C,O) was 2.1 Å (all atom RMSD=3.8 Å). Well seen are the
beta sheet and helix 1 and 2 loops, whih underwent an observable onfor-
mational hange. More pronouned is the strutural modiation of the loop
between helix 1 and 2 and this also partially involves α helix 1. In Fig. 9.5
the bakbone RMSD of the residues onstituting GH5 is shown. The largest
RMSD is exhibited by S24, whih is loated at the N-terminal of GH5. Also,
the last residue K97 on the C-terminal tail displayed a RMSD of about 5 Å.
The residues situated on the helix 1 and 2 loop (green) show a onsiderable
RMSD, espeially G43, R42, K40 and A38. In addition, the residue K37 lo-
ated at the end of α helix 1 experiened a large onformational hange with
a RMSD of 5.6 Å (see Fig. 9.4). On the other hand, the amino aids laying
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Figure 9.5: Bakbone
residue RMSD of the
GH5 at the last MD
snapshot with respet
to the GH5 at the end
of the BD run. High-
lighted are the loops be-
tween helix 1 and helix
2 (green) and between
the beta strands (yel-
low).
on the beta sheet loop (yellow in Fig. 9.5) displayed a moderate RMSD in
the range of 1-3.8 Å. The hydrophobi residue V87 is displaed by 2.8 Å in
diretion opposite to the helix 3. The other observed RMSDs greater than
3 Å are due to long side hain residues as Lys and Arg. The plot learly
indiates a olletive onformational hange of the loop onneting helix 1
and helix 2 with a signiant ontribution of the last positive residue (K37)
on α helix 1.
The position of the whole system at the end of the BD and MD simula-
tions is displayed in Fig. 9.6. Both ongurations were superimposed on the
ore histones with a bakbone RMSD of 2.6 Å. The linker histone readjusted
and moved loser to the lDNA1 in omparison to the referene struture.
Moreover, the exible loop (helix 1 and 2) penetrated into the major groove
of the lDNA1 in suh a way that the plane of the loop together with the
hydrophobi loop (Val87, Ala89) aligned parallel to the phosphate bakbone
(see Fig. 9.7). For omparison the aligned diusional enounter omplex is
depited in the same perspetive in Fig. 9.8. In addition, the interation
between the GH5 and lDNA1 led to a distint twisting of the linker DNA1.
Looking at the linker DNAs (Fig. 9.6) one an see that they are more open
after the MD simulation than in the diusional enounter onformation. A
plot showing how the distane between them hanges during the simulation
time is depited in Fig. 9.9. Well seen is that the linker DNAs are very
dynami over large spatial sales. Sharp derease of the RMSD is observed
at times of 43 − 46 ns and 55 − 56 ns indiating for motions bringing near
the lDNAs. It an be seen that mainly lDNA2 ontributes to this behaviour
(see Fig. 9.10) moving towards the dyad. Linker DNA1, whih is bound to
the linker histone did not exhibit so dramati hange with respet to the
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Figure 9.6: Nuleosome-linker histone
omplex before (ruby) and after (blue)
the MD simulation. The strutures were
aligned on the ore histones and the
bakbone RMSD was 2.6 Å.
Figure 9.7: Nuleosome-linker histone
omplex at the last MD snapshot. The
exible loops (helix 1 and 2, beta sheet)
penetrate in the major groove of lDNA1
(olored green and yellow, respetively).
Figure 9.8: Nuleosome-linker histone
omplex at the end of the BD run. The
perspetive of the view is the same as
in Fig. 9.7.
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during the simulation time.
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Figure 9.10: Distane d1/d2 between
the end of lDNA1 (blue) and lDNA2
(red) and the dyad during the MD run,
respetively.
dyad. Moreover, after 20 ns it 'embraed' the linker histone and went loser
to the nuleosome dyad. This observation is in agreement with the NMA
data (Se. 5.6) proposing suppression of the lDNA1 motion due to presene
of the linker histone.
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Figure 9.11: Distanes between residues within the GH5 during the time ourse.
Residue R42 (helix 1 and 2 loop) and residue K85 (beta sheet loop) are shown in
blue, while residues K69 (helix 3) and A89 (beta sheet loop) are in red.
In order to quantify the onformational hanges within GH5, the distanes
between the helix 1-2 loop (R42) and beta sheet loop (K85) as well as between
helix 3 (K69) and the hydrophobi loop (A89) were plotted (Fig 9.11). The
atoms used for the distane alulation were Nζ , Cζ and Cβ for Lys, Arg
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and Ala, respetively. The atoms loated on the positive side hains are in
diret ontat to the solvent, while the Cβ of Ala89 is orientated towards
helix 3 in the rystal struture of H5. The long side hains of R42 and K85
utuate a lot displaying larger deviations from the distane (8.4 Å) in the
rystal struture (Fig 9.11). As we have already seen the strutural hanges
of the loops ontaining R42 and K85 ontribute to these utuations. The
hydrophobi residue Ala89 moved away from helix 3 and the distane between
A89 and K69 reahed a value of ∼10 Å. It is almost double in omparison
to the distane of 5.2 Å in the rystal struture. Suh opening ould be
attributed to a mehanism by whih the hydrophobi loop tries to ontat
lDNA1 while K69site (helix 3) still keeps lose to the nuleosomal DNA.
In this viinity the hydrophobi loop might not feel the unfavourable water
eet, whih ould ontribute to the A89-K69 separation.
9.3 Summary
Preliminary results on the nuleosome-linker histone interations were shown
in this hapter. After nding its binding path to the nuleosome via diu-
sion, the GH5 remained in ontat with the linker DNA1 during 56 ns of
MD simulation. This suggests that the linker histone is loated in a stable
potential well on the energy landsape of the system. However, internally the
GH5 experiened large onformational hange of the loop linking α helies 1
and 2 and a moderate displaement of the beta sheet loop apart from helix 3.
Whether this onformation forms due to an indued t eet [147℄ or a native
state of the linker histone with low population remains unlear. Moreover,
both loops penetrated into the major groove of lDNA1 aligning parallel to
the bakbone-nuleotides plane. In addition, this interation aused twisting
of lDNA1. Suh mehanial deformation on DNA upon binding of GH5 an
be attributed to the mehanial fores ating on lDNA1 due to the pres-
ene of the linker histone [60, 161℄. This interation might be ruial for
the formation of a long living hromatosome partile [70, 94℄. As proposed
by Misteli et al. [94℄ the residene time is several minutes, whih annot be
easily aessed even with an atomi detail Brownian Dynamis.
The binding site K69site on the nuleosomal DNA did not show any sig-
niant motions and remained in lose ontat with the nDNA. The other
linker DNA2 sampled large ongurational spae experiening utuations
in a broad spatial range up to 73 Å from its onformation in the diusional
enounter. This is a lear indiation of the highly dynami nature of DNA
in hromatin [122℄. The behaviour of the linker DNAs onrmed our obser-
vations from the NMA of highly exible hains when they are free and of
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suppression of motion in the presene of linker histone. These preliminary
data give some insight into the dynami nature of DNA at the nuleosomal
level in the presene of GH5 and on the strutural hanges aompanying
the binding dynamis.
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Conlusion and Outlook
The present thesis addresses questions onerning the dynami nature of
omplex biomoleular systems and, partiularly, the driving fores and inter-
ations involved in bimoleular omplex formation.
In the ell nuleus, the nature of DNA pakaging (hromatin) is governed
by a tremendous number of biomoleular proesses omprising length and
time sales from 10−10 m to 10−5 m and 10−15 s to 10−1 s, respetively. To un-
ravel and understand these proesses in terms of biologial funtion, physial
priniples must be applied. However, the available experimental tehniques
and methods apture only a small part of the omplex biomoleular network
and experiments, desribing ompletely proesses ourring in various spatial
and temporal sales, are not trivial to perform. With the advent of highly
powerful omputers, a rapid inrease of omputational methods and tools for
modelling suh proesses with improved auray has been observed. With
the ombination of various physially based omputational methods, one an
model and predit, with atomi detail, biomoleular interations spanning
over more than several hundreds of nanoseond.
In this thesis, the biomoleular omplex formation between the nuleo-
some (a protein-DNA partile of omponent of onstituting the hromatin)
and the linker histone (protein ontributing to hromatin ompation) has
been investigated thoroughly using the well-established omputational physis
based methods: Normal Mode Analysis (NMA), Brownian Dynamis (BD)
and Moleular Dynamis (MD) Simulation. Thus, dynami behaviour on
time sales from pioseonds to miroseonds has been assessed. In addi-
tion, a new method for inorporating olletive moleular degrees of freedom
in the rigid-body Brownian Dynamis algorithm has been suessfully de-
veloped. A physially preise piture of the struture and dynamis of the
nuleosome-linker histone (hromatosome) omplex has been proposed.
The determination of the nuleosome struture to a resolution of 1.9
Å [5℄ (147 bp DNA) has greatly ontributed to our understanding of possible
mehanisms of DNA-histone binding, nuleosome repositioning and forma-
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tion of higher-order hromatin struture [3℄. With the rystal struture of
the tetranuleosome [4℄, a new step forward has been made provoking si-
entists for explanation of the diverse experimental and theoretial data on
hromatin. An obvious drawbak of the tetranuleosome struture is the
lak of a linker histone, whih has been experimentally shown to exist within
hromatin [17, 18, 31, 58, 69, 94℄. The available experimental struture of the
globular domain of linker histone H5 (GH5) [72℄ made it possible to model
nuleosome-linker histone interations in atomi detail.
We identied the hromatosome struture by extensive Brownian Dynam-
is (BD) simulations mimiking the physial proess of diusion ombined
with Normal Mode Analysis (NMA). The linker DNAs (lDNAs) of the nule-
osome, 10 bp eah, exhibited the most pronouned onformational hanges
obtained by the NMA and based on these onformations the GH5 was doked
to the nuleosome to nd out the diusional enounter omplex, a omplex
formed before the last stage of fully bound moleules. A dominant binding
mode of GH5 with respet to the nuleosome, plaed asymmetrially one
helial turn away from the dyad point lose to lDNA1, was found for 8 nu-
leosome onformations (out of 13). Two binding sites of GH5, the K69site
(R47, K69, R73, R74) and R42site (R42, K97, R94), binding to the nuleo-
somal DNA (nDNA) and lDNA1, respetively, were revealed. Residue K69
was found to ontribute most to binding, K59 least. All these ndings are
in agreement with an experimental FRAP study [17℄. The other 5 extreme
onformations of the nuleosome showed dierent GH5 binding mode having,
on the most open strutures (76, 82 and 83), GH5 bound to the lDNA2. The
dependene of the linker histone H5 binding mode on two groups of distint
nuleosome onformations ould be related to the existene of a heteromor-
phi hromatin struture [58℄, whih an simultaneously adapt solenoid and
zig-zag onformations [58℄. In this way, the GH5 ould be present on the
dominant binding mode in the tighter zig-zag hromatin, whereas the posi-
tion on lDNA2 ould be in the solenoid hromatin struture. A subsequent
NMA on the diusional enounter omplex pointed out a restrited sampling
of lDNA1 in the ongurational spae in omparison to its motions on a
free nuleosome. Clearly, the presene of GH5 indiated a suppression of the
lDNA1 utuations.
Using the same algorithm, the eet of mutations, i.e. a replaement of
one amino aid residue by another, on the binding mode of GH5 was in-
vestigated. Experimental FRAP study [17℄ has identied the amino aids
(residues) on a linker histone H1
0
(97% similar to H5) whih ontribute most
and least to binding to the nuleosome. The experimental mutational data
have been mapped onto the rystal struture of GH5 and Brown et.al [17℄
have proposed a model for the binding sites and position of GH5 on the nu-
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leosome. This model was omputationally tested by Brownian Dynamis
and very good agreement with the experimental data was observed. First,
the eet of mutations on the binding mode of GH5 was found to be nonad-
ditive, i.e. the ontribution of multiple mutations to binding is not equal to
the sum of the ontributions of eah single mutant. Seond, single mutants
ould not hange dramatially the binding position of GH5, but they ould
indue an orientational hange in the diusional enounter of GH5. On the
other hand, simultaneous mutations of positive residues on the surfae of
GH5 aeted signiantly the binding mode of GH5, dereasing its strength.
In addition, the dominant binding position was onserved for most of the nu-
leosome onformations in mode 7 (obtained by the NMA), while for mode
8 only onformation 81 showed similar behaviour. The residues belonging to
K69site showed a slightly higher binding strength than the residues onsti-
tuting the R42site. This ould be attributed to a two-step binding proess,
where rstly K69site binds to the nDNA and, seond, R42site readjusts to
form ontat with the linker DNA1. All these ndings are omplementary
to other methods trying to reveal the dynamis and interation in the linker
protein network within hromatin [70℄.
The struture of the diusional enounter omplex is trapped in a loal en-
ergy minimum along the diusional path of the GH5, but information on how
fast this minimum has been reahed is missing. Due to the highly dynami
nature of DNA in hromatin, the speed of reation ould be very important
for the formation of a stable nuleosome-linker histone omplex. To address
this issue, we investigated the binding kinetis of GH5 and 11 of its mutants
to three dierent nuleosome onformations (70, 76 and 83). Our simula-
tions yielded results very lose to the Smoluhowski rate (kon ∼ 10
9
M
−1
s
−1
),
whih, after omparing with the basal assoiation rates, were attributed to
eletrostati enhanement of the assoiation rates. In addition, the high as-
soiation rates an be explained by the searhing mehanism of DNA binding
protein, whih has been shown to enhane the assoiation rates [150℄. The
residues partiipating in the K69site, whih was found to bind to nDNA,
showed signiant redution in their assoiation rates upon mutation. On
the other hand, mutations of residues belonging to R42site, whih ontats
lDNA, display rates very lose to the wild type (WT) rate indiating modest
ontribution to the binding kinetis. We proposed a hypothesis by whih
K69site binds rstly to the linker DNA and performs a 1D diusion along it
until it reahes the binding site, where GH5 rotates and K69site and R42site
ontat nDNA and lDNA, respetively. This an enhane the assoiation rate
and an explain the small ontribution of the R42site to it. Another reason
ould be the negleted exibility in the BD simulations, whih might be very
important for the residues on R42site loated on loops. Further investigation
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for inorporating exibility as well as for modelling onformational hanges
is needed.
A new method for treating expliitly exibility in all-atom Brownian Dy-
namis was developed. One of the interating moleules was represented by a
disrete set of onformations with a transition rate desribed by a Markovian
proess. Four algorithms for seleting a new onformation were implemented.
The rst algorithm alled energy algorithm selets the onformation with the
lowest interation energy between the urrent positions of the interating
moleules. The seond algorithm alled modied Metropolis algorithm uses
the standard Metropolis method with a slight modiation for a hoie when
three, instead of two, onformations are available. The random energy algo-
rithm is the third one, whih selets only adjaent onformations aording
to their interation energy with the other moleule. And the last random al-
gorithm uses a random uniform number to selet the new onformation. The
onformation seletion is invoked within a ertain distane between both
moleules after an initially speied transition time. There are no restri-
tions on the number of onformations or on the transition time as long as it is
omputationally feasible and the approximations of the Brownian Dynamis
algorithm hold, respetively. The method was applied to the tNCP-GH5 sys-
tem and the nuleosome was represented by a set of onformations obtained
by the NMA. The method reprodued remarkably well the results obtained
in Chapter 5 in terms of binding position of GH5 on the nuleosome. This is
an indiation that the new implementation an, although with less statistial
ondene, lead to the same doking position in reasonable omputational
time. However, in terms of nuleosome onformations, the GH5 bound most
frequently at the end of the diusional proess to 81, and, the seond and
third most frequent onformations were 82 and 74. These results suggested
that the GH5 prefers to bind to more open nuleosome onformations than
the equilibrium 70, whih has been resolved without the presene of the linker
histone [4℄. In general, the new methodology should give better results for a
longer sampling and, for suh a ase, the Metropolis method should lead to
global onvergene.
The obtained diusional enounter omplex is the last step preeding
the formation of a fully bound omplex. In order to reveal how this pro-
ess ours, short-range interations inluding atomi exibility should be
taken into aount. We arried out Moleular Dynamis (MD) simulation on
the hromatosome struture. Preliminary results on the nuleosome-linker
histone interations were shown. After nding its binding path to the nu-
leosome via diusion, the GH5 remained in ontat with the linker DNA1
during 56 ns of MD study. This suggests that the linker histone is loated
in a stable potential well on the energy landsape of the system. However,
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internally the GH5 experiened large onformational hange of the loop link-
ing α helies 1 and 2 and a moderate displaement of the beta sheet loop
apart from helix 3. Whether this onformation forms due to an indued t
eet [147℄ or a native state of the linker histone with low population re-
mains unlear [162℄. Moreover, both loops penetrated into the major groove
of lDNA1 aligning parallel to the bakbone-nuleotides plane. In addition,
this interation aused twisting of lDNA1. Suh mehanial deformation
on DNA upon binding of GH5 an be attributed to the mehanial fores
ating on lDNA1 due to the presene of the linker histone [60, 161℄. This
interation might be ruial for the formation of a long living hromatosome
partile [70, 94℄. As proposed by Misteli et al. [94℄ the residene time is
several minutes, whih annot be easily aessed even with an atomi detail
Brownian Dynamis.
The binding site K69site on the nuleosomal DNA did not show any sig-
niant motions and remained in lose ontat with the nDNA. The other
linker DNA2 sampled large ongurational spae experiening utuations
in a broad spatial range up to 73 Å from its onformation in the diusional
enounter. This is a lear indiation of the highly dynami nature of DNA
in hromatin [122℄. The behaviour of the linker DNAs onrmed our obser-
vations from the NMA of highly exible hains when they are free and of
suppression of motion in the presene of linker histone. These preliminary
data give some insight into the dynami nature of DNA at the nuleosomal
level in the presene of GH5 and on the strutural hanges aompanying
the binding dynamis.
In summary, the atomi struture of the hromatosome partile has been
haraterized by a ombination of physially based omputational approahes.
In addition, the dynamis and interations in the formation of the hro-
matosome partile have been identied and the ontribution of exible linker
DNAs to the omplexation reognized. It was found that the linker histone
binds asymmetrially on the nuleosome with respet to dyad axis, forming
a stable struture, preferably on open nuleosome onformations (with re-
spet to the angle between linker DNAs). In overall, the presented work is a
valuable part of the proess of understanding the struture and funtion of
the higher-order hromatin ber.
Outlook
Simulations of maromoleular omplexation are omputationally demand-
ing and require the use of approximations suh as the neglet of moleular
exibility. Furthermore, establishing the eets on maromoleular assoia-
tion of the heterogeneous and rowded ellular environment is a hallenge for
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both omputational and experimental approahes. Surmounting these hur-
dles requires the development of multiple-sale and oarse grained models
with more aurate moleular interation fore elds as well as the develop-
ment of highly parallelized software and new omputing hardware to permit
detailed simulations over many orders of time and length sales. The urrent
study provides an eient desription of the assoiation proess between the
linker histone and the nuleosome in atomi detail inorporating exibility.
The results obtained an be used as an input in modelling hromatin on a
oarse-grained level in whih several atoms, residues or the whole nuleosome
are represented as a single geometrial objet, the interations involved are
inluded and the dynamis is simulated either by BD or Monte Carlo [22
24, 58, 76, 79℄. Attempts to predit the onformation of hromatin ber have
been made at an atomisti level as well [77℄.
The proess of protein-DNA reognition and, partiularly within hro-
matin, is aeted by dierent fators as the histone tails [24℄, the presene
of mono- and multivalent ions, the eet of histone aetylation [18℄ and the
nuleosome repeat length [85℄. Although the ontribution of eah of them
to the ompation of hromatin ber is still under debate, a promising way
to improve the model proposed is to investigate these eets on the binding
interation and kinetis of the hromatosome partile omplexation. Going
further, systems of two and three nuleosomes inluding the linker histone
ould be modelled in atomi detail with dierent degree of exibility. The
symmetry/asymmetry distribution of the linker histone on the nuleosome is
also an open question and needs onlusive experimental evidenes. The dis-
soiation pathway of the linker histone from the nuleosome an give insights
on the stability of the hromatosome partile as well as on the dissoiation
onstant. However, due to the long time sale of the omplex, atomi de-
tail simulations an be omputationally demanding. A way to overome
this ould be the appliation of a biased fore to the linker histone, whih
would enfore a dissoiation proess. Another partially unresolved issue is
the eet of the C-terminal domain of the linker histone on the dynamis of
the linker DNAs and whether it plays only a role in bridging together the
linker DNAs on the nuleosome or it has other funtions regarding the linker
histone-nuleosome interations. The skethed open questions need future
investigations.
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Computation of the Brownian
Dynamis fores and torques
The eletrostati fore omputed at eah BD step (see Se. 4.2.2) is given by
Fel(r) = Fel2 (r)− F
el
1 (r),




	A.1
where Fel2 (r) is the total eletrostati fore ating on moleule 2 due to the
presene of moleule 1, and Fel1 (r) is the fore exerted on moleule 1 due to
moleule 2. The fore Fel2 (r) is given by
Fel2 (r) =
∑
l
[
1
2
qeffl2 (rl)fl2(rl) + [q
eff
l2 (rl)]
2f edl2 (rl)
]
,




	A.2
where fl2(rl) is the eletrostati fore
1
(in kBT/(eÅ)) ating on a harge
qeffl2 (rl) due to the eletrostati potential of moleule 1 and f
ed
l2 (rl) is the ele-
trostati desolvation fore (in kBT/(e
2
Å)) experiened by the harge qeffl2 (rl)
due to the desolvation (grid) penalty of moleule 1. In a similar way, the
fore Fel1 (r) yields
Fel1 (r) =
∑
m
[
1
2
qeffm1(rm)fm1(rm) + [q
eff
m1(rm)]
2f edm1(rm)
]
.




	A.3
The omponents of f are omputed as a nite-dierene derivative of the
eletrostati/(eletrostati desolvation) potential ϕ on a 3D grid (ubi in
the thesis, see Fig. A.1)
f i = −
1
h
∑
jk
∆ϕijk∆sjk,




	A.4
where h is the grid spaing, ∆ϕijk is the eletrostati/(eletrostati desol-
vation) potential dierene along i in a ube with a diagonal [(i,j,k);(i +
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APPENDIX A. COMPUTATION OF THE BROWNIAN DYNAMICS
FORCES AND TORQUES
Figure A.1: Shemati view of a 3D (ubi) grid enompassing eah moleule. At
the ube orners (blue points) values of the relevant potential are assigned. The PB
eletrostati potential is omputed using partial atomi harges of the biomoleule.
When a harge qeff of moleule 1 (2) is within the grid of moleule 2 (1), the fore
omponents ating on it due to the grid 2 (1) are omputed using Eq. A.4. The
grid spaing is denoted by h.
1,j +1,k+1)℄ and ∆sjk is a dimensionless quantity aounting for the exat
position of a harge qeff within the ube (Fig. A.1).
The torque due to the eletrostati fores at eah BD step is omputed
as
T(r) =
∑
l
r2l ×
[
1
2
qeffl2 (rl)fl2(rl) + [q
eff
l2 (rl)]
2f edl2 (rl)
]
−
−
∑
m
r1m ×
[
1
2
qeffm1(rm)fm1(rm) + [q
eff
m1(rm)]
2f edm1(rm)
]
+




	A.5
+ r× Fel1 (r),
where r2l and r1m are the distanes to the eetive harges from the enter of
moleule 2 and 1, respetively, and r is the enter-to-enter distane between
1
Atually fl2(rl) is the eletri eld at the position rl.
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the moleules. In the simulations performed, the nuleosome (moleule 1)
was kept xed and only the rotations and translations of the linker histone
(moleule 2) were aounted for at eah BD step. In the ase of rotating
moleule 1, an additional torque term in Eq. A.5 should be onsidered. The
omputation of the fores due to the hydrophobi desolvation interation fol-
lows a similar proedure using 3D hydrophobi interation grids around both
moleules and a buried solvent aessible surfae area (SASA) [105℄. Sine
suh interations were not inluded in the simulations performed, omputa-
tional details are omitted.
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Erratum 
 
Page 27: The sentence “In case of biomolecules, this reduction of degrees of freedom 
‘freezes’ global structural changes, as side chains movements, accompanying the 
diffusional motion.” should be removed.  
 
Page 31:  The sentence “All the forces are modelled on a 3-dimensional grid, which 
encompasses both biomolecules, and at each Brownian step the force between …” should 
be read “All the forces are computed on a 3-dimensional grid encompassing this 
biomolecule. At each Brownian dynamics step, the force between …” 
 
Page 33: The sentence in the text below Eq. 4.13 “The Debye-Hückel parameter is κ, α is 
a scaling factor and the second term in Eq. 4.12 is computed as …” should be read “The 
Debye-Hückel parameter is κ, α is a scaling factor and the second term in Eq. 4.12 is 
computed analogously to …” 
 
Page 65: A sentence should be added before the sentence “The times for S1S2, SITE1, 
SITE2 and...”, which reads “The ratio of the WT experimental FRAP time at 80 % to 50 
% recovery is approximately 5 Å and since the same ratio is obtained for the simulation 
residence times at 100 Å to 60 Å, these distances were chosen for comparison and 
analysis.” 
 
Page 69: Fig. ?? should be read Fig. 6.12. 
 
Page 93, line 8: The frequency of mode 8 should be read “2.23 1/cm” instead of “1.46 
1/cm”. 
 
Page 93: The times in Eq. 8.7 should be multiplied by 0.5. 
 
Page 94, line 13: The sentence “This plot (Fig. 8.2) …” should be read “This plot (Fig. 
8.1) …”.  
 
 
